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Abstract
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) synthesize realistic samples (image, audio, video,
etc.) from a random latent vector. While many studies have explored various training config-
urations and architectures for GANs, the problem of inverting a generative model to extract
latent vectors of given input images/audio has been inadequately investigated. Although there
is exactly one generated output per given random vector, the mapping from an image/audio to
its recovered latent vector can have more than one solution. We train a deep residual neural
network (ResNet18) architecture to recover a latent vector for a given target that can be used
to generate a face image or a spoken digit audio nearly identical to the target. Here we focus
on precise latent vector recovery of human face and voice. We use a perceptual loss to embed
texture details in the recovered latent vector while maintaining quality using a reconstruction
loss. The vast majority of studies on latent vector recovery perform well only on synthesized
examples, we argue that our method can be used to determine a mapping between real human
faces and latent-space vectors that contain most of the important face style details. In addition,
our proposed method projects generated faces to their latent-space with high fidelity and speed.
Applying a few further gradient descent steps on predicted latent vectors of face can further
improve performance, however the hybrid technique does not help audio inverse mapping. Our
audio inverse mapper can reconstruct both synthesized and real spoken digits with high quan-
titative and qualitative accuracy. At last, we demonstrate the performance of our approach on
both real and generated examples.
Keywords: Generative adversarial networks, inverse mapping, latent vector recovery, style
transfer, human face images, voice audio
i
Summary for Lay Audience
Recent Generative models can synthesis a brand new image or audio given a random vector
of numbers. The generated output is realistic enough to be indistinguishable from actual real
images/audio. Advanced face generators are capable of generating very high quality faces that
look as natural-looking as actual human faces1. Researchers are improving the architecture
and training configurations of these generators everyday. Nevertheless, the task of converting
an image or an audio to a vector of numbers, that can reconstruct the target when given to
a generator is relatively less investigated. In other work, we know that in order to generate
an image, the generator requires a set of input numbers. Given a set of specific numbers, the
output of the generator is always the same image. Our goal is to do the backward process. We
aim to map an image/audio to its corresponding vector of numbers. Using this predicted vector,
one can reconstruct the target image/audio using a generative model.
The world of computer science is about numbers, more specifically 0 and 1s. Finding
numerical representations for non-numerical file formats such as image and audio is a common
task performed by many different approaches. All the machine learning algorithms are trained
and evaluated on the numerical representations of their data sets. Our work is a mapping
function that maps human face image and human voice into numerical representations that are
in particular useful for Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs).
1https://thispersondoesnotexist.com/, visited 2020-11-2
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Chapter 1
Introduction and literature review
1.1 Introduction
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) invented by Goodfellow et al. [16] have numerous
applications and are the foundation of many research achievements since 2014. A GAN, which
is a class of machine learning frameworks, trains two networks simultaneously, a generator and
a discriminator on a given data set. The generator network aims at synthesizing samples as
realistic as possible, while the discriminator’s objective is to distinguish between real and fake
samples. This min-max two-player game motivates both networks to compete with each other
and boost their respective performances. Once trained, GANs are capable of generating new
samples that have similar characteristics to the training samples. Generators receive random
latent vectors that are usually sampled from either uniform or normal (Gaussian) distributions.
Lately, progressive growing GANs [23] trained on face benchmarks achieved incredible visual
quality in generating fake faces, to the limit that most fake faces are indistinguishable from
real human faces. Advanced GANs are also remarkable in generating intelligible audio from a
random latent vector.
Most studies use GANs in order to generate desired samples using random input vectors.
However, very few works investigated the backwards GAN problem, finding a latent vector
that reconstructs an image/audio identical to the input target. Whilst for a given latent vector,
there is exactly one generated output, the backward direction might have many solutions. For a
given target face, there might be plenty of latent vectors that lead to the generation of a similar
face.The same goes for synthesized audio; one fake audio might have many associated latent
vectors that are able to generate indistinguishable samples.
Recovered latent vectors can be used as a method to find out about the features a GAN
has learned from its training data set; this finding can later be used as a measure of comparing
different GAN’s performances [5]. In the case that a proper latent vector is not found for an
image, we can conclude that certain features in the image cannot be modeled by the generator.
This conclusion can be used as a quantitative and qualitative measure to compare performances
of different GANs. Another application of latent vector recovery is style transfer; by extract-
ing precise latent vectors of real images, we can transform latent-space vectors of GANs to
generate images similar to the natural peers with some added modifications towards a desired
direction [53][20]. For example, applying styles to real faces. Style transfer can also be per-
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formed in the audio domain; one example of this could be changing the speaker ID of audio.
In addition, linear operations on latent vectors result in meaningful changes in generated sam-
ples [42]; for instance, adding latent vectors of a person who is smiling to the latent vector of
a neutral face will result in a new smiley face. Another example is linearly transforming the
latent vector to manipulate the cognitive properties of generated images [15] such as aesthetics,
emotional valence and memorability. The inverse mapping of GANs can be useful in a variety
of classification or retrieval tasks.
Despite the many applications for inverting generators for real images and audio, researchers
have not investigated this issue in much detail. The majority of related publications focus on
retrieving latent vectors of synthesized images or audio and fail to reconstruct real examples.
Recent latent-vector-recovery methods usually perform poorly on real images or audio, and
even those that have demonstrated results on real data sets are rarely tested on the human face
and voice. The studies that show results for reconstructing natural faces and audio are tested
only on the same data set that GAN was trained on with very high-quality samples. Therefore,
we believe there is an urgent need for an approach that is capable of regaining a precise z-space
vector for a given natural face or audio, which will be an asset to a variety of applications.
Previous research has established that optimization-based methods can be used to map im-
ages to corresponding latent vectors. Creswell et al. [5] proposed an approach to invert any
pre-trained GAN using gradient descent optimization with a reconstruction loss. The method
starts with a random vector that generates a random image. Next, it computes the loss between
the generated face and the target and feeds this loss backwards to update the latent vector. This
process is repeated for many iterations until the loss is below a certain threshold. This method
recovers the latent vector of an input image in a way, that when fed into the GAN, a similar
image to the target is generated. The authors indicate that this inverting GAN technique can be
used as both a qualitative and quantitative measure for evaluating GANs. The quality of recon-
structed images shows the level and amount of features learned by the GAN, which can be used
as a measure of the pre-trained GAN performance. The generated faces used in [5] have very
low quality, here we use progressively growing GANs [23] to synthesize more reliable faces
with higher resolution. Additionally, [5] evaluate their model only on the same data set with
which they trained the GANs, which might not provide information on the method’s perfor-
mance on other natural images. The biggest downside of gradient-based methods is that they
tend to fall into local minima, which results in poorly reconstructed latent vectors. On top of
that, they are very slow. Stochastic clipping, introduced in [30], can recover the true latent vec-
tors for DCGAN [42] generated images with high fidelity by bounding the recovered vectors to
the original training distribution. Nevertheless, these techniques need to converge the gradient
descent for each target image separately. For example, [30] needs almost 20,000 iterations of
gradient descent to reconstruct good images, and this can be extremely time-consuming, es-
pecially when we plan to extract latent vectors of many images. Furthermore, recent GANs
are becoming much deeper and are much more challenging to invert than DCGAN [1]. The
aforementioned shortcomings have led to the introduction of gradient-free approaches. To the
best of our knowledge, there is no previous work that recovers the latent vector of audio using
gradient descent. However, we implemented this method to reconstruct audio and compare the
result with our proposed method.
Another common approach for extracting latent space vectors of images is training an en-
coder network alongside the GAN [8][10]. Previous works recovered latent vectors of given
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audio through an auto-encoder inspired technique that trains an encoder network either in par-
allel with the GAN or after the generator is trained [46]. The encoder learns to invert the
generated image/audio to its original latent vector. The downside of this technique is that the
encoder might overfit to the training samples, which leads to poorly reconstructed counterparts,
specifically for those examples that are drawn from a different distribution than the training set.
In addition, this method is not applicable to pre-trained GANs because it has to be trained with
the GAN at the same time. Moreover, training a third network adds more parameters and
therefore is not efficient in resource consumption. The method described in [34] learns an en-
coder but after training the GAN. Hence, this method is able to handle pre-trained networks.
However, the problems of over-fitting and inefficient resource consumption persists. The ma-
jor advantage of this approach is its high speed. There are solutions to over-fitting problem in
Machine Learning, such as cross-validation, regularization, simplifying the model and increas-
ing the size of the training data set. Using these solutions, we can overcome the over-fitting
problem and benefit from the high speed of this approach.
Recently, Zho et al. [53] have introduced a hybrid method that benefits from both deep
neural networks and gradient-based methods for projecting images into latent-space. First, a
similar latent feature vector z to the ground truth latent vector is predicted using a trained deep
network with the same architecture as the discriminator of the GAN; next the vector is gradually
updated using gradient descent to better match the target image. The reconstruction error used
for updating the z vector is pixel-wise Euclidean error. The deep network is trained using a
perceptual loss extracted from convolution layers of an AlexNet [28] pre-trained on ImageNet
[6]. Predicted feature vector using trained networks is much faster than sole gradient-based
techniques, however, it does not reconstruct as visually appealing results. Hence, the latent
vector is updated with gradient descent to improve quality. Such hybrid methods are much
faster than previous sole gradient-based alternatives. In addition to the high speed, the hybrid
method also solves the problem of local minima in the gradient-based method by starting the
optimization from a good initial latent vector.
In this thesis, our focus is on the inverse mapping of GANs. We examine the task of
recovering the latent vector of both synthesized and real human face and voice. Previous
studies have investigated neither natural human faces nor human voice adequately. Addition-
ally, the research to date has not dealt in detail with the inverse mapping of audio samples.
While optimization-based methods recover faces with high details, they are incredibly slow
and highly sensitive to the resolution of the image. Previously proposed hybrid techniques are
faster but have not investigated human face or audio in particular. We believe the human face
is a complicated subject that requires more exclusive investigation.
We train a deep residual neural network (ResNet18) [18] to predict latent vectors of given
images or audio. We demonstrate our impressive results on generated faces and prove that
deep neural networks alone perform magnificently well in projecting generated faces to corre-
sponding latent vectors while being three orders of magnitude faster than optimization-based
alternatives. This study focuses on recovering latent vectors of both generated and natural faces
and spoken digits. In addition, we extract face details and styles of real human faces in order
to generate faces with the same attributes. First, we train ResNet18 on only generated faces
using pixel and perceptual loss. Pixel-wise loss is computed between predicted z vectors and
their ground truth counterparts. Perceptual loss is computed using the sum of all concatenation
layers of a FaceNet [43] pre-trained on MS-Celeb-1M [17]. This approach performs well in
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the inverse mapping of generated faces and finds nearly identical recovered latent vectors to
the ground truth three orders of magnitude faster than gradient-based alternatives. Meanwhile,
it extracts relevant style features of natural faces such as: hair/beard style, facial expressions,
pose, gender, etc.
Transferring styles of images using GANs has been the subject of many recent studies. In
this investigation, we focus on extracting face details such as hairstyle, gender, pose, facial
expressions, etc. while extracting latent vectors of the real faces. Then we use the recovered
vector to generate new fake faces that contain similar styles as the real input faces. In order
to map natural faces to latent space vectors that contain their style information, we train the
network simultaneously on generated and natural face images. We transfer latent-space in-
formation from generated faces while extracting detailed facial information using pixel and
perceptual loss between the real faces and their reconstructions. Training based on pixel loss
between recovered latent vectors of generated images and their ground truth latent vectors (z-
loss) helps the model to learn the mapping between image-space and latent-space. The pixel
and perceptual loss between reconstructed and natural images aid the network to generate faces
with similar attributes to the target.
StyleGAN2 [24] transfers styles between generated faces with high fidelity. Moreover, they
generate very high quality synthesized faces. They also reconstruct very high-quality faces
based on recovered latent vectors of both natural and generated faces using gradient descent.
Nevertheless, their projection to latent-space only works well for very high quality faces; for
example, 1024x1024 FFHQ [24] faces, and it is incredibly slow-moving. There are only a
few face data sets that include a sample of such high quality, the majority have a much lower
resolution. Our proposed method is based on progressive growing GANs [23], which works
better for lower quality faces.
With our approach for audio latent vector recovery, we train a deep residual neural network
architecture to project audio synthesized by WaveGAN [7] into the corresponding latent space
with near-identical reconstruction performance. To accommodate for the lack of an original
latent vector for real audio, we optimize the residual network on the perceptual loss between
the real audio samples and the reconstructed audio using the predicted latent vectors. In the
case of synthesized audio, the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between the ground truth and re-
covered latent vector is minimized as well. We further investigated the audio reconstruction
performance when several gradient optimization steps are applied to the predicted latent vector.
Through our deep neural network-based method of training on real and synthesized audio, we
are able to predict a latent vector that corresponds to a reasonable reconstruction of real audio.
Even though we evaluated our method on WaveGAN, our proposed method is universal and
can be applied to any other GANs.
In this work our contributions are the following:
• We propose a fast novel approach for recovering latent vectors of generated faces and
audio using deep residual neural networks. This technique reconstructs samples similar
to the target much faster than optimization-based solutions.
• Using a combination of pixel, perceptual, and z-loss, we are able to map given natural
face images to latent space counterparts that contain similar facial information and style
attributes. The reconstructed latent vector can be fed to a GAN to generate an image
with identical characteristics to the target.
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• We present results of latent vector recovery for images from other data sets (that GAN
was not trained on) which proves the generalizability of our model to other data sets.
• We propose a novel perceptual loss within the audio domain using a pre-trained classifier.
• We implement a hybrid method that applies a few steps of gradient descent after predict-
ing the representation by the deep network and compare the results with the proposed
Residual Neural Network framework and sole gradient descent approach for both im-
ages and audio.
1.2 Related Works
Despite the many applications of GAN inversion, this area is still an open research problem
when dealing with natural images, specifically pictures of human faces. Furthermore, this
topic has been poorly investigated within the audio domain. Methods focusing on projecting
images into the corresponding GAN latent vectors can be categorized into three major groups:
encoder-based methods that train an encoder network alongside the GAN or after the generator
is trained, for example, methods that train a deep neural network to map images to proper
latent-space vectors, optimization-based approaches that start from a random latent vector and
update it using a reconstruction loss until it converges and hybrid techniques that first predict a
similar latent vector, then they update it to find the best matching feature vector.
Recent advances in the inverse mapping of adversarial generators, in particular inverse
mapping of image generators, have led to the question of whether it is possible to map audio to
a latent vector that can regenerate it. Despite its many applications, there has been no detailed
investigation on recovering the latent vectors of audio. The proposed methods for inverse
mapping of images can be applied to audio data as well, but they should be fine-tuned and
adjusted for this domain.
1.2.1 Encoder-based methods
Encoder-based methods train an encoder network alongside the GAN [8][10]. GANs are
trained to map a random latent vector, sampled from a prior distribution to a more complex
distribution (for example images). Such mapping is learned using a combination of a gener-
ator and a discriminator. The generators receive a random latent vector as input and project
the vector to an image similar to the training distribution. Then the generated image is fed to
the discriminator to decide whether it is fake or real. The generator aims to generate realistic
samples that can fool the discriminator while the discriminator attempts to find fake samples.
The two networks will be trained simultaneously and help each other to boost performance.
In order to invert the generator of GANs and map images back into the latent-space, this cate-
gory of methods trains an encoder alongside the GAN at the same time. So there will be three
networks when training: a generator, a discriminator and an encoder. The encoder learns to
map the generated image back to its latent vector. [8] calls these networks BiGANs (Bidirec-
tional Generative Adversarial Networks). The architecture of such novel unsupervised feature
learning frameworks (BiGAN) is depicted in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: The architecture of inverse mapping images back into latent-space vectors via auto-
encoder based techniques (also know as bidirectional GANs).
The encoder has no communication with the generator. In other words, E(G(z)) is never
computed (E stands for encoder and G stands for generator). However, the encoder must learn
the inverse mapping of the generator, through the min-max objective function between the
encoder and the decoder, in order to fool the discriminator. The advantage of BiGAN is that it
makes no assumption about the type or distribution of the data to which it is applied.
The method proposed in [10] learns both a generator and an inference network through ad-
versarial learning. The generator produces samples using given random latent vectors while the
inference network maps images backwards into the latent-space. The discriminator is trained
to distinguish between samples from the generator and the images generated using the latent
vectors predicted by the inference model. This approach, adversarial learned inference (ALI),
treats the inference model as the encoder and the generator as the decoder within an adversarial
framework. The encoder and decoder are trained together with the goal of fooling the discrim-
inator. The discriminator distinguishes between real samples of the data distribution and fake
samples generated based on the latent distribution.
Previously mentioned methods are either difficult to train or have poor performance. More-
over, the encoder needs to be trained alongside the GAN. Therefore they are not applicable to
pre-trained generators. The method proposed in [34] uses the Inverse Generator (IG) model
as the encoder. Meanwhile, the authors use the pre-trained generator as the decoder to train
the IG model. Their approach, Auto-Encoder based on GANs (AEGAN), tries to minimize the
loss between the generated image x and reconstructed image x’ rather than the latent vectors
themselves. The auto-encoder inspired architecture of this technique is depicted in Figure 1.2.
Finding the inverse mapping through training an encoder network adds more parameters
to the training process, which is not efficient in terms of memory usage. Moreover, this net-
work can overfit to the training data, which leads to poor reconstructed latent vectors as well as
substandard performance as an evaluation measure for GANs. In addition, such techniques re-
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Figure 1.2: The Auto-Encoder inspired framework of AEGAN.
quire simultaneous training with the GAN, meaning they cannot be used on pre-trained GANs.
Luo and colleagues [34] have trained the encoder based on a pre-trained GAN. This method
overcomes the challenge of handling pre-trained networks.
1.2.2 Optimization-based methods
A large and growing body of the literature has investigated optimization-based solutions [5, 30].
They use gradient descent to optimize the problem of projecting images into the latent vectors
that can be used to regenerate those images. They start with a random latent vector, z’, sampled
from the distribution on which the generator was trained. The goal is to minimize the L2
norm between the target image and the image generated by z’ using gradient descent. At each
iteration, z’ is updated to generate an image more similar to the target until they converge.
Mahendran et al. [35] in 2015 proposed a method that gives insight into the visual infor-
mation stored in an image by measuring how accurately it can be reconstructed based on its
recovered representation. For a target image x, they introduce φ(x) function that learns a rep-
resentation for that image. Next, they find the inverse mapping φ−1(x) that reconstructs image
x from its representation. In order to find the inverse mapping, they start from random noise
and update it using gradient descent optimization. They use the inversion method to analyze
recent CNNs layer by layer. Even though their paper neither is recovering z vectors of GANs
nor is focused on face images, their optimization-based approach for inverse mapping φ(x) is
the basis of many gradient-based latent vector recovery studies.
Creswell et al. [5] in 2018 proposed an inverse mapping of GANs, a mapping from data-
space back to latent-space. Linearly transforming latent representations leads to meaningful
transformations in the resulting images [42]. For example, subtracting a woman without sun-
glasses from a woman with sunglasses and adding a man to the result leads to generating a man
with sunglasses (see Figure 1.5). Therefore, if we find an inverse mapping for GANs, we can
use that for classification or retrieval tasks. They used a pre-trained GAN to project images to
latent vectors. This inversion technique can give us insights about what features a GAN has
learned from the data distribution and use that information to evaluate the GAN’s performance.
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Figure 1.3: The process starts with a random latent vector z’ which is updated at each iteration
based on the loss between the image generated using z’ and the target image until the loss is
below a certain threshold. During this procedure, the generator is fixed and the latent vector z’
is the only parameter they train.
They use this metric to quantitatively compare different GANs. For a given target image x, they
start with a random z* vector sampled from the distribution the GAN is trained on. The goal is
to update z* in a way that, when passed into the GAN, an image as identical as possible to the
target is synthesized. They refer to the projection of image-space to latent-space as inversion.
Z* can be updated using gradient descent methods. They compute the gradient of z* with re-
spect to G and use this gradient to update z*. Next, the reconstruction loss between G(z*) and
the target is computed. When the loss is below a certain threshold, the optimal latent vector is
found. This minimization process can be formulated using Equation 1.1. The architecture is
presented in Figure 1.3. The number of iterations might vary for different target images and
some might need up to 100k iterations.
z∗ = minz − E
x
log[G(z)] (1.1)
This approach can be used to invert a batch of images at the same time. They performed
experiments on the shoe [50], CelebA [32] and Omnilog [29] data sets. The method presented
in [53] computes reconstruction loss based on loss between features of the original generated
image and the reconstructed peer extracted from layers of AlexNet [28]. However, the method
proposed in Creswell et al. [5] uses a raw pixel loss that is not dependent on any data distri-
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bution. In addition, they aim to invert the generator to gain more information about the GAN
itself [5]. Hence using an extra pre-trained network might affect the analysis and lead to in-
accurately evaluating the GAN. This paper demonstrates results on both fake and real samples
that could even come from another distribution than the training data.
Lipton and colleagues in [30] introduced stochastic clipping to bound reconstructed latent
vectors to the original distribution the GAN was trained on. Values that are more or less than the
allowed range for the latent vector are replaced with a random number with the permitted range.
This robust to noise technique performs better than solely gradient descent with exceptionally
high recovery accuracy on images synthesized by DCGAN [42], which results in generating
images indistinguishable from the target. Different target images require variable number of
iterations to reconstruct good images, some might need up to 100,000 iterations in order to
obtain a loss below the defined threshold. Thus this method can be extremely slow. Adding
small amount of noise to the image will reduce fidelity, nevertheless the reconstructed image
still has most of the important features of the target. They minimize L2 norm to update the
latent vector during optimization. Equation 1.2 is the objective function which they aim to
minimize.
minz′ = ||φ(z) − φ(z′)||22 (1.2)
While the results of optimization-based techniques seem promising, they are usually ob-
tained after numerous iterations of gradient descent, and therefore time to convergence can be
a huge barrier when recovering latent vectors of many images. In addition, more recent deep
GANs, such as the 15-layer progressive GAN used in this work, are much more challenging to
invert than a DCGAN. Additionally, this approach might find the local minimum and finding
the global minimum often highly relies on a good starting point.
1.2.3 Hybrid methods
Zhu and colleagues in [53] utilized recovered latent vectors to apply edits to images from the
natural image manifold. Editing natural images is extremely challenging since the changes
must be applied while keeping the image realistic. This paper mainly focused on editing the
shape and color of the images. They claim that there are no highly structured generators that
are capable of modeling the exact manifold of natural images. But since GANs has shown
promising performance in synthesizing realistic images, they used GANs to generate edited
images.
The hybrid method introduced in [53] is depicted in 1.4. For a target input image, they
first predict the closest latent vector to the original that produces a similar output as the target.
Next, the latent vector z is gradually updated using gradient descent optimizer to be able to
generate images closer to the desired target while applying the edits and keeping the image
within the natural image manifold. With the assumption that the real image xR is sampled
from the natural image manifold, they aim to find a generated image x∗ that minimizes the
distance measure L(x1, x2) in Equation 1.3. The distance function L is the reconstruction error
(Equation 1.4) in some feature space C.
x∗ = argminL(G(z), xR) (1.3)
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L(x1, x2) = ||C(x1) − C(x2)||22 (1.4)
Researchers have also proved that using deep neural networks results in generating per-
ceptually meaningful results [9][22]. They used a weighted combination of pixel loss and
perceptual loss between features extracted from conv4 layer of a pre-trained AlexNet [28] to
recover latent vectors.
After predicting the similar latent vector z∗ they optimize it using L-BFGS-B [3] algorithm.
While this hybrid method can be very helpful in increasing the quality of the inverse mapping,
it relies on a good prediction of the latent vector z. If they start from a random z vector and try
to optimize it with L-BFGS-B optimizer, the process is very slow, and it might not converge.
In addition, they can start from multiple random z vectors and try to optimize the one with
minimum cost. However, the space from which random vectors can be sampled from is very
large and choosing the right number of samples to use is not trivial. Instead, they trained a
deep neural network to find the initial prediction of the latent vector. Later, they optimized
this vector using L-BFGS-B. The hybrid method usually results in better quality compared to
sole encoder and higher speed compared to the sole gradient descent method. The objective
function of the deep neural network P, with the same architecture as the discriminator of the
GAN, is presented in Equation 1.5. xn is the n-th image of the data set. The Generator is fixed
when training the neural network P.
θ∗P = argminθPΣnL(G(P(x
R
n ; θP)), x
R
n ) (1.5)
The trained deep network finds latent vectors that contain most of the features embedded in
the target image. However, the results are not always ideal and can be improved further through
a few optimization steps. This hybrid method benefits from the advantages of both neural
networks and optimization-based approaches. The generator architecture in [53] is DCGAN
[42] that takes 100 dimensional latent vectors as input and generates 64x64x3 images.
1.3 Image style transfer using GANs
Transferring style of a face, for example, the hairstyle, has been of great interest to the research
community. Style transfer techniques can be used as a means of editing face photographs that,
in particular, is popular in modern social media applications. The human faces can be modified
in terms of hairstyle, gender, color of the eyes, age, skin color, pose, shape of the face, etc.
With recent advances in deep neural networks and generative adversarial models, applying
such edits have become simpler and more accurate.
It has been shown that linear transformation within the latent space results in meaningful
changes in the generated image manifold [42]. Additionally, we can update the latent vector
linearly by learning a transformation that improves the generated image based on a defined
score. For instance, a linear transformer can be trained by feeding the updated latent vector to
the generator, receiving the updated image and feeding the image into a classifier that assigns
a score to the image in terms of memorability, aesthetics, etc. [15]. This score will be fed
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Figure 1.4: The hybrid methodology of recovering latent vectors.
backwards to the transformer in order to learn a better transformation within the latent space.
Recent improvements in this area have motivated more researchers to invest in altering the
latent vectors to modify the corresponding generated images. Modifying latent vectors to edit
images is helpful when editing fake images that have a corresponding z vector. In the case
of transferring the style of a natural face, a further step is required to map the real image to
a latent vector that can generate an identical face using GANs. Later, this latent vector can
be manipulated to apply desired styles to the image. Modifying natural images is much more
challenging because the edits must be applied while keeping the image within the natural image
manifold.
There used to be two major limitations of GANs. Firstly, GANs were not able to generate
high-resolution images due to practical issues; this problem was later solved by introducing
progressively growing GANs. Second of all, GANs generate images using random latent vec-
tors. Hence there is no control over the generated faces. Latent vector manipulation has been
proposed as a means to alter generated images towards desired outputs.
Radford and colleagues [42] proposed vector arithmetic on face samples in order to evaluate
the learned z representations of face images. Mikolov et al. [37] found that simple operations
such as the addition of latent representations learned from words lead to rich transformation
in the corresponding words. For instance, when the representation corresponding to the word
”Man” is subtracted from the latent representation of the word ”King” and a ”Woman” latent
vector is added to the results, the final representation can generate the word ”Queen”.
Arithmetic operations on z vectors of generated images tend to be stable and semantically
meaningful when averaged over at least 3 examples of that specific category. Whilst the afore-
mentioned finding is a method of image style transfer using learned representations of GANs,
it is itself one of the most common applications of latent vector recovery of images. A sample
of addition in z-space is presented in Figure 1.5.
GANs have shown promising results in generating natural-looking images, and linear trans-
formation within the GAN latent-space often leads to meaningful editions in the generated im-
ages. Such advantages motivated authors of [53] to first learn a mapping from natural images to
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Figure 1.5: Subtracting the latent vector of a woman without sunglasses from a woman with
sunglasses and adding the vector of a man without sunglasses will generate a man with sun-
glasses. The faces used in this figure are generated using a progressive GAN trained on
128x128 CelebA images.
GAN latent space. In other words, they map the image to a feature vector in GAN latent-space
that can generate an image as identical as possible to the input. Then they apply user edits on
the latent representation. Afterwards, they generate modified images using transformed latent
vectors. The latent vector is smoothly updated to apply the user’s edit on the generated image
while maintaining the image realistic. They edit only the shape and the color of the images.
The method proposed in this paper can be a means of generating images based on desired at-
tributes. They use GANs to learn about the space of natural images. This knowledge helps
them put constraints on the output of their image editors in order to automatically maintain the
edited images as realistic as possible. Their proposed GAN-based method can be used to apply
user edits on an image, transform an image to look like another and generate a new image that
matches the user’s requirements.
The first step is mapping images to the latent space. For that, they first used gradient
descent methods. Since deep neural network feature vectors help in perceptually meaningful
reconstructions [9][22], they used a combination of pixel loss and perceptual loss extracted
from conv4 layer of AlexNet [28] trained on ImageNet [6]. L-BFGS-B optimizer is used to
update the latent vector until convergence, where a good reconstruction depends on a good
z vector initialization. In order to solve this problem, they trained a deep neural network to
predict a good latent vector to start the optimization with. The deep network P(x;θp) directly
estimates the corresponding latent vector of a given input image x. The objective function used
to train P is presented in Equation 1.5. The architecture of deep network P is the same as the
discriminator of the GAN used to model the natural image manifold with slight variations in
the number of outputs. After estimating the z vector with deep network P, they optimize it
using a few steps of optimization using L-BFGS-B. This method is called a hybrid method of
recovering latent vectors of GANs.
When a proper latent vector for a given image is found, then the next step, transforming
latent vectors to apply user edits, begins. They smoothly manipulate the feature vector while
keeping the image within the natural image space. Each edit is a restriction on a smaller part of
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the whole image. The edits mainly include modifications of the shape or color of the objects.
The process of applying the edits to the image using GAN latent vectors is summarized in
Equation 1.6. They optimize z vector based on the data term, manifold smoothness and ED
term. The data term || fg(G(z)) − vg||2 makes sure the edit constraints are met, the manifold
smoothness term λs.||z−z0||2 keeps the image inside the natural image criteria and ED measures
the realism of the image generated by GAN from the perspective of the discriminator which
enhances the visual quality of the results. They only take 200 gradient descent steps since it
takes around 50-100 ms per iteration.
z∗ = argmin(z∈Z){Σg|| fg(G(z)) − vg||2 + λs.||z − z0||2 + ED} (1.6)
This method does not modify the original image; it resembles the image with a brand new
generated image that later will be modified based on the user’s edits. The GAN architecture
used in this paper is the same as DCGAN [42] architecture. This approach is limited to the
quality of images generated by DCGAN and the information and texture details learned by
the generator, as well as the data set the generator is trained on. However, this technique is
universal and can be applied to more advanced generators to get better results.
Ganalyze is a novel framework introduced as a measure of modifying cognitive properties
such as memorability and aesthetics in GAN generated images [15]. They manipulate GAN
latent vectors to generate realistic images with various visual attributes. For instance, the latent
space can be navigated towards increased memorability or emotional valence in the output
image. The unique advantage of this work is that not only their proposed method is universal
and can be used to manipulate latent vectors to generate any desired styles or visual attributes,
but also it is a good measure for understanding cognitive features and what it really means for
an image to be, for example, more memorable.
Their method starts from a random latent vector z, a random class vector y, a pre-trained
generator network G and an assessor function A that measures the score of the generated image
based on a given property. They train a linear transformation that, when applied on any ran-
dom latent vector, can decrease or increase the generated image’s memorability (or any other
property that the transformer is trained on) by changing the value of a parameter α. The trans-
formation function is shown in Equation 1.7. θ is the parameter that is learned over training.
By increasing α, the memorability score increases. The reason they define a class label is that
they train their transformer using a pre-trained BigGAN [2], which is conditioned to the input
class label.
T (z, α) = z + αθ (1.7)
The overall objective function of this transformation is presented in Equation 1.8. If α is
equal to zero, it means that the transformation is null, and the image remains unedited.
L(θ) = Ez,y,α[A(G(Tθ(z, α), y)) − A(G(z, y) + α)2] (1.8)
They trained the transformer based on pre-trained BigGAN [2], and for memorability score,
they used MemNet [26] assessor. However, this technique can be used with any generator
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Figure 1.6: The proposed Ganalyze framework that learns a transformer function that is capable
of modifying the cognitive properties of the synthesized images.
networks or assessor functions. The overall framework introduced in ganalyze can be viewed
in Figure 1.6
With the introduction of progressive growing GANs [23], the quality of generated faces im-
proved significantly. The style-based GAN architecture (StyleGAN) [24] is the most advanced
face style transfer tool that utilizes the progressive growing GAN framework and the recovered
latent vector idea to transfer the style of faces. Hence a novel opportunity for transferring the
styles of both generated and real faces has emerged.
StyleGAN not only generates impressive realistic human faces but also makes changing the
style of the generated images possible. Prior to StyleGAN, many works focused on improving
the discriminator in GANs to enhance the quality of generated samples. In 2018, StyleGAN
paper suggested that we can understand generators better by providing control over the gener-
ated images. For this to happen, they introduced a method of disentangling different attributes
of the face, which later could be used to manipulate the generator to generate a set of de-
sired attributes. They notably change the architecture of the progressive growing generators.
They use bi-linear sampling layers instead of nearest neighbor layers for both up-sampling and
down-sampling.
StyleGAN generator does not receive random z vectors as input. Instead, they introduce
a mapping network that feeds the styles to the generator as well as noise layers that help in
generating even more realistic faces through added stochastic variations. They added the noise
to all intermediate feature maps. The style received from the eight fully-connected layers of
the mapping network is added to different parts of the generator through adaptive instance
normalization layers. They mix the style of two faces by choosing a mixing point. The style
of the first face from the beginning to the mixing point will be concatenated with the style of
the second face from that point to the end. For instance, in Figure 1.7, the style of the face of
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Figure 1.7: Mixing styles of two faces using StyleGAN architecture.
a woman is mixed with the style of another man. The output depicts a mixture of the styles of
both images.
StyleGAN2 [25] tackles the problem of existing artifacts in generated faces by StyleGAN
by modifying both the training procedure and the generator’s architecture. The authors re-
designed the normalization method and the progressive growing part. Additionally, they added
regularization to the generator to improve mapping from latent vector to images. An example
of a face image generated by StyleGAN2 is depicted in Figure 2.4. The path length regularizer
also eases the inverse mapping of the generator. They accurately reconstruct both generated
and real images using gradient descent. While their reconstructions have very high quality
and accuracy, there are two major downsides to their method. First, it takes a long time to
recover the latent vector using optimization-based method. Second, they only generate good
reconstruction for high-quality 1024x1024 faces.
1.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the aim was to introduce the inverse mapping of GANs and its most common
applications as well as three most common approaches to solve this problem. This chapter
has identified the problem of mapping images or audio to latent-space of GANs. The existing
literature on inverse mapping of GANs is extensive and focuses particularly on images. Most
researchers investigating this problem have utilised optimization-based methods. A number of
studies have begun to examine encoder-based approaches to find faster solutions. Some studies
attempted to evaluate the impact of hybrid methodologies to combine the advantages of both
optimization and encoder based techniques.
A review of recent works that concentrate on editing images using GANs was also pre-
sented. This sections is added because later in chapter 2 we demonstrate the ability of our
model to embed styles in the generated images by using a real face image as the input to the
inverse mapping framework. Collectively, these studies outline a critical role for introducing a
fast yet accurate method to project images and audio to corresponding latent vectors.
Chapter 2
Inverse mapping of face GANs
2.1 Overview
In this chapter, our proposed approach for projecting images back to latent space is explained in
detail. First, we will emphasize the research problem we are aiming to solve, and then we will
explain the method used to tackle the problem. At last, we will describe the experiments we
conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed model. Prior to explaining the method
in detail, we will first introduce Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) and Deep Residual
Neural Networks. Later, we will describe the architecture of our model, the objective function
used when training and the implementation details. Our inverse mapping model is evaluated
on both synthesized and natural face images.
Researchers have recently shown an increased interest in mapping generated samples by
generative adversarial networks (GANs) into the original latent vectors. The problem of GAN
inversion refers to the task of recovering a latent vector for a given sample (image, audio, video,
etc.) that, when given back to the generator, it can precisely regenerate the target. Inverse
mapping of GANs has a pivotal role in a wide range of scientific and industrial applications.
Despite its many applications, very little has been done in the literature to solve this problem
accurately and efficiently.
In this chapter, we aim to find an efficient solution for mapping face images into latent
vectors that, when fed into the generator, the synthesized faces are as identical as possible to
the target faces.
2.1.1 Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
GANs are generative models that are trained to generate realistic fake samples using deep
neural networks. In fact, GAN is a training framework for generative models, and it can be
used with other models as well; however, [42] showed that more reliable results are achieved
via Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial Networks (DCGAN). This framework is an
unsupervised approach that learns the patterns and regularities within the training distribution.
After training, the generator is capable of generating samples similar to the training set. The
overall architecture of GANs is depicted in Figure 2.1.
GANs [16] train two networks simultaneously. The generator network aims at synthesizing
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Figure 2.1: The framework of training the generative adversarial networks. If the discriminator
guesses correctly, the weights of the generator will be updated else the discriminator will be
updated accordingly.
fake samples as realistic as possible, while the discriminator’s goal is to distinguish between
real and fake samples. This min-max two-player game and the competition between the gen-
erator and the discriminator optimizes their performance. When the discriminator detects the
sample correctly, it is either rewarded or stays the same. On the other hand, the generator re-
ceive a negative feedback loss that is back propagated through its network. Vice versa, when
the generator generates a fake sample that fools the discriminator, it either receives a reward or
does not change while the discriminator is punished. The training stops when the discriminator
is wrong at least half the time. Given a training data set, GANs are capable of generating new
samples that have similar characteristics to the training samples. Today, modern GANs are
capable of generating samples that even humans cannot categorize as fake.
The generator receives a random latent vector as input. This vector is usually drawn from
either a normal or uniform distribution, the same distribution the generator was trained on.
Then, the generator generates a fake sample from the problem domain with similar features
to the training distribution. The vector space of GANs is referred to as the latent space. This
latent space is a high-level description of the generated samples. For each specific latent vector,
there is exactly one corresponding generated sample.
The discriminator is a simple binary classifier. It determines whether a given input is real
or synthesized. The real data is sampled from the training set, and the synthesized is generated
by the generator. The discriminator is only used when training. After that, the generator alone
generates synthesized examples.
2.1.2 Fake face generators
DCGAN [42], ProGAN [23] and StyleGAN [25] are three most common face generators avail-
able. In this section, these networks are described in more detail and compared against each
other. A few synthesized face examples per generator are also provided. In this work, we use
ProGAN to train our inverse mapping model. ProGAN generates higher quality images than
DCGAN. While the quality of ProGAN generated faces are not as good as StyleGAN, training
an inverse mapping system using this generator requires less training time and resources.
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Figure 2.2: Examples of fake faces generated by DCGAN model.
Fake face generation using DCGAN
Deep convolutional generative adversarial networks (DCGAN) [42] can be trained on a face
data set in order to learn generating fake faces that look as realistic as possible. The difference
between DCGANs and original GANs is that DCGANs use deep convolutional neural networks
instead of sole fully connected layers used in initial GANs (Vanilla GANs). Convolution layers
help finding deep correlation within the image which is in particular helpful when training
GANs on images or videos.
When training, both generator and discriminator should have at least one hidden layer.
Leaky ReLu works best as the activation function for the hidden units. Since the discriminator
works as a binary classifier, the sigmoid activation function is usually used as the last layer of
the discriminator. Some examples of faces generated with DCGAN model trained on CelebA
face data set [32] (cropped and resized to 64x64x3) is depicted in Figure 2.2.
Fake face generation using progressive growing GANs (ProGAN)
GANs used to be limited by the size of the images they could generate until the introduction
of progressive growing GANs [23], a family of generators that incrementally increase the res-
olution of the generated image until the desired resolution is met. The advantage of this tech-
nique is that it can generate higher resolution images than previously 64x64 generated faces by
DCGANs. The generator starts generating very small images such as 4x4 then increases the
resolution to 8x8, 16x16 and so forth until the image with the requested resolution is gener-
ated. The proposed architecture has enabled ProGANs to generate realistic human faces with
1024x1024 resolution.
The novelty of this work is the two-step training process: at every iteration, the first phase
includes feeding in a new block of images with higher resolution to the generator, the sec-
ond phase fine-tunes the generator based on the input given in phase one. Progressive GANs
improved quality, stability and variation of the generated images.
When ProGAN wants to increase the resolution, a new block of convolutional layers will
be added to both the generator and the discriminator networks. During the fine-tuning step,
all layers remain trainable, including the old layer that existed for the previous resolution.
This incremental addition of layers helps the model to first learn coarse-level features and later
discover fine-level details of the images while slowly evolving.
While ProGAN is capable of generating images up to 1024x1024 pixels, training this net-
work takes a long time. In this thesis, we used a ProGAN trained on CelebA face data set
[32] that can generate realistic 128x128 human faces. The framework of progressive growing
GANs is presented in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: The proposed framework in progressive growing GANs.
Fake face generation using StyleGAN2
StyleGAN [25], an open-source project by NVIDIA, aims to generate high-resolution, realistic
images and mixing the styles of generated faces. This work modifies the generator in order to
edit the style of the image at each convolutional layer. This framework is capable of separating
high-level attributes (identity information for example) from low-level details such as hairstyle,
gender, etc. which enables StyleGAN to modify some features without affecting others.
StyleGAN generator architecture is proposed to tackle the limitation of GANs in control-
ling features of the generated images. The additional style information is fed into each con-
volutional layer that enables users to modify the facial features of synthesized photographs.
StyleGAN uses progressive growing GAN architecture to generate high-quality 1024x1024
face images. StyleGAN can generate two images and then generate another image based on
these two that take high-level features from one image and the low-level features from the other
image.
Coarse-level styles (pose, hairstyle, face shape, etc.) have resolution between 4x4 to 8x8,
middle styles are 16x16 to 32x32 and higher resolutions define fine-grained facial styles such
as color of the eyes. An example of a face generated by StyleGAN2 architecture is shown in
Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: An example of a fake face image generated by StyleGAN2 generator.
2.1.3 Face data sets
In this section, commonly used face data sets will be summarized into two categories based
on the environment of the face images. Face images are categorized based on whether they
are captured under a constrained or an unconstrained setting. Images are mainly pre-processed
(aligned and cropped) using multi-task cascaded neural networks (MTCNN) [52] before start-
ing the inverse mapping. Most available face data sets have high resolution face samples that
are easier to project into latent-space.
In controlled environments, illumination, pose, facial expressions, occlusion, etc are con-
strained before taking the photos of the identities. While using such data sets improve results,
they are not in accordance with real-life scenarios. The face data set designed and collected
by Aleix Martinez and Robert Benavente (AR) [36] is one of the constrained data sets that we
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Figure 2.5: Examples of face images from the AR controlled data set.
Figure 2.6: Examples of images from the LFW un-controlled data set.
used for performance evaluation of the latent vector recovery of natural faces. Faces in this
data set were taken in two different sessions separated by two weeks. AR contains over 4000
images of 126 identities (70 males and 56 females). Figure 2.5 shows a few samples of the AR
data set that are aligned and cropped using MTCNN.
Alternatively, unconstrained environments have no restrictions on the samples, in other
words, faces are taken in the wild. Labeled faces in the wild (LFW) [19], VggFace2 [4],
CelebA [32], Casia-WebFace [49], MegaFace2 [38] and YouTube-Faces (YTF) [48] are just
few examples among many uncontrolled face data sets available.
LFW is a data set specifically designed for the problem of face recognition that includes
more than 13000 labeled faces collected from the web. Samples of the LFW data set are
presented in Figure 2.6. Vggface2 and MegaFace2 are considered as large-scale face data sets
and are mainly used for training. Vggface2 has over 3.3 faces of more than 9000 identities
with an average of 362 samples per subject. Casia-WebFace includes 494414 unconstrained
images captured from 10575 subjects. CelebA data set is a collection of 202599 celebrity faces
with large pose, occlusion, and expression variations that contain 40 attribute annotations and
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Figure 2.7: A building block of residual learning.
5 landmark locations per image. YTF contains faces collected from 3425 videos that include
1595 subjects and is best suited to the task of video face recognition.
2.1.4 Residual Neural Networks (ResNet)
Deep neural networks, in particular deep convolutional neural networks such as AlexNet [28],
have numerous applications and improved the performance of neural networks significantly.
Most of the progress of such networks is related to their depth or in other words, their number
of hidden layers, which are meant to extract more complex features of the input. Early layers of
the network learn lower-level concepts such as edges, mid-layers are more suited to detect mid-
level concepts such as shapes and colors and late layers of the deep network are responsible for
recognizing high-level details such as object categories.
Unfortunately, there is actually a huge limitation on increasing the number of hidden lay-
ers in a neural network. The most common limitation is the problem of vanishing/exploding
gradients. The problem of vanishing gradients is caused when computed gradients of activa-
tion layers in the deep neural network are very small numbers. Since such derivatives need
to be back-propagated through the network to update the weights, they will be multiplied by
each other. When very small numbers are multiplied together, the result will be exponentially
smaller.
The authors in [18] proposed the residual block to overcome such limitations. Deep net-
works that contain such residual blocks are called deep residual neural networks (ResNet).
Figure 2.7 explains the operation of a residual block via skip connections.
The most important feature of residual blocks is the skip connection. The identity mapping
(adding the input of the previous layer to the output of the current layer) has no parameters.
If x and F(x) do not have the same dimensions, then a linear mapping W is multiplied by x to
match the dimensions. This operation is described in Equation 2.1. It combines the input from
the previous layer with the output of the next layer.
y = F (x,Wi) + Wsx (2.1)
Skip connections are an incredible addition to DCNNs. They allow training much deeper
networks and have empirically shown improvement over the performance of plain convolu-
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Figure 2.8: The proposed framework for mapping generated faces to latent-space vectors.
tional neural networks on ImageNet classification. Hence we train a ResNet architecture for
the inverse mapping task.
2.2 Methodology
In this work, we train a residual neural network (ResNet18) in order to map an input image to
its corresponding latent vector using a combination of a reconstruction loss and a perceptual
loss. Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is used as the reconstruction loss. The perceptual loss is
extracted from the concatenation layers of FaceNet [43] trained on MS-Celeb-1M [17] data set.
We introduce two frameworks: the first architecture trains the network on generated faces,
for which we have the ground truth latent vectors. We train the network based on the loss
between predicted latent vectors by the network and the ground truth peers (z-loss). The second
architecture deals with natural human faces. Since we do not have the true latent vectors of
natural faces, we updated the network’s weights using two separate objective functions. One
epoch, we used a pixel loss and a perceptual loss between the reconstructed face and the target
natural face to train the network. The other epoch, the perceptual loss between a randomly
generated face and its reconstruction as well as the z-loss between the predicted and true latent
vectors, was used to train the model on inverse mapping.
2.2.1 Mapping strategy
Our goal is to train a deep neural network that is capable of mapping samples from image-
space into latent vector space (z-space) using a data set of 100,000 generated images and their
matching ground truth latent vectors. Since residual blocks are very helpful when it comes to
training deep networks [51], we decided to train a residual neural network (ResNet18) to find
the mapping. ResNet18 is a residual convolutional neural network architecture that contains 18
layers. The input size of ResNet18 is 224x224; hence we resized all input images to this res-
olution. We selected ResNet18 over other available pre-trained ResNet architectures because
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Figure 2.9: The proposed framework for mapping natural faces to latent-space vectors. The
generator (ProGAN) is pre-trained on celebA and the weights of this network are frozen when
training the inverse mapping model. The same generator is used when training on fake and
natural images.
it is smaller (less number of layers means less training parameters); therefore it is easier to
train and has a lower chance of over-fitting. A training data set of 100,000 generated faces and
their ground truth latent vectors were created using a progressive GAN (proGAN) trained on
128x128 CelebA faces [33] available on Tensorflow hub1.
When training ResNet to recover latent vectors of synthesized face images, MAE between
features extracted from the last layer of ResNet18 (predicted z vector) and corresponding
ground truth latent vectors (reconstruction loss), as well as the perceptual loss between re-
constructed and target images, were back propagated through the network. Whilst there is only
one generated image per given z vector, the inverse problem might have many solutions. In
other words, there might be many latent vectors that are able to generate images identical or
very similar to the target. Our goal is to find at least one of such vectors and reconstruct the
target image based on that. Our proposed method for projecting synthesized faces to latent-
space is described in Figure 2.8. Our ResNet18 network trained on a combination of z-loss and
perceptual loss is capable of recovering latent vectors similar to the ground truths for given test
images with high fidelity and speed. Reconstructed images are almost indistinguishable from
the original peers.
Next, we attempted to learn the mapping for natural human faces to latent-space represen-
tations. One limitation of natural faces is that they do not have ground truth z vectors assigned
to them. In order to overcome this challenge, we trained ResNet18 using MAE and perceptual
loss between the reconstructed image and the target. The problem with this approach is that the
1https://www.tensorflow.org/hub, visited 2020-11-5
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Figure 2.10: The decrease of training loss of the generated images framework over time.
network forgets the mapping from images to GAN latent space. We solved this problem by si-
multaneous training of ResNet on both natural and generated faces. ResNet18 was trained one
epoch using the framework shown in Figure 2.8 and one epoch on pixel and perceptual loss of
real faces. The combination of MAE and perceptual loss helped the model to generate images
similar to the real target, while training on generated faces with their ground truth latent vectors
helped ResNet in learning an accurate inverse mapping. The overview of our proposed frame-
work for real human faces is depicted in Figure 2.9. Our codes and implementation instructions
are available on github 2.
2.2.2 Objective functions
In this section, the objective function used when training the ResNet for both synthesized and
real faces is explained. Objective function defines a numeric variable loss, which we aim to
minimize while training the network. If loss decreases, we know we are moving in the right
direction, and the model is learning what it was supposed to learn. The objective function
might consist of a combination of different loss terms with different corresponding weights.
Generated faces: When training ResNet on generated faces, we were able to use ground
truth latent vectors, random vectors that were originally used to generate training images. The
MAE loss between features extracted from the last layer of ResNet (latent vector predicted by
ResNet) and the corresponding ground truth latent vector, the z-loss, as well as the perceptual
loss between reconstructed face using the predicted vector and the target face (extracted from
feature maps of concatenation layers of a pre-trained FaceNet), were fed backwards into the
residual network in order to find the best inverse mapping. The decrease in training loss over
time can be observed in Figure 2.10.
Natural faces: It is not possible to compute the z-loss for real faces; therefore, the pro-
posed architecture for mapping real faces (see Figure 2.9) is trained one epoch on z-loss and
perceptual loss of fake faces and one epoch on pixel and perceptual loss of real faces. The
decrease in this loss over time can be viewed in Figure 2.11.
2https://github.com/nikiibayat/InverseMappingFaceGANs
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Figure 2.11: The decrease of training loss over time for natural images framework.
Reconstruction loss
The reconstruction loss has the responsibility of penalizing the network for generating images
different from the target. This loss can be the Mean Squared Error (MSE) or the Mean Absolute
Error (MAE) or the cross entropy between the input and the output. In this work, MAE between
latent vectors (z-loss) is used as the reconstruction loss when training on synthesized faces. For
real face images, we do not have corresponding ground truth latent vectors; therefore, we use
pixel loss between the generated face and the target as the reconstruction loss. The formula for
calculating MAE loss between two vectors is described in Equation 2.2 where z∗ represents the
predicted z vector by our ResNet model and G is the pre-trained generator, and n is the number
of latent vectors in the batch.
MAE =
1
n
∑
||G(z) − G(z∗)||1 (2.2)
Perceptual loss
Before the introduction of perceptual loss, most models were trained based on a per-pixel
loss between the output of the model and the target image. The problem with pixel loss is
that it causes blurry outputs. The idea of perceptual loss is to find a measure that captures
the perceptual difference between the output of the model and the ground truth peer. This
is particularly important in the inverse mapping task because the reconstructed image by the
predicted z vector might have perceptual similarity with the target image while having different
per-pixel values. For example, two images might be the exact same photo but shifted by one
pixel; these photos have a high pixel loss while they are perceptually similar. Perceptual loss is
a more robust measure to decide whether two faces are identical or not. This loss also promotes
generating higher quality output faces. Perceptual loss compares high-level features such as
content and style of the two images. Perceptual loss is not only more reliable but also much
faster when optimized.
One common technique to compute perceptual loss is by computing the MSE loss between
the features extracted from one or more middle layers of a pre-trained deep neural network
on images. The intuition behind this metric is that different layers of a neural network learn
different concepts from images. For instance, early layers learn low-level features such as
shape and color while middle layers learn mid-level concepts such as eyes. whereas late layers
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learn high-level features including a face, a car in a scene and so forth. Based on the task, we
can decide the activation of which layer or layers to use to compute the perceptual loss. In
most cases, perceptual loss is calculated based on high-level features extracted from late layers
of a pre-trained deep neural network. Often times, a combination of perceptual and pixel loss
is used in the objective function to obtain desired results.
Recent work on perceptual loss for style transfer [22] shows that it is possible to generate
images with high fidelity by defining and optimizing a perceptual loss. The perceptual loss
can be extracted from various layers of pre-trained networks. The choice of layers depends
on which level of features we want to match between the output and the target. We have tried
various combinations of layers to find the best loss function for projecting images to latent
vectors. Based on our extensive experiments, we decided to obtain the perceptual loss from
all 21 concatenation layers of a FaceNet [43] trained on MS-Celeb-1M data set. FaceNet is
a deep convolutional neural network based on the recent Inception networks [21]. It has 426
layers that include a combination of convolution, activation and concatenation layers. FaceNet
is trained via an end-to-end approach using triplet loss for the face recognition and verification
tasks. This network is capable of mapping each face image into an embedding feature vector
in a way that embedding vectors of images with the same identity have less distance compared
to those of different individuals. The triplet loss enforces a small distance between faces of
the same identity while maximizing the distance between different identities. MS-Celeb-1M
is a huge data set of human faces that include more than 10 million images collected from the
Internet to support the face recognition task. This data set, published in 2016, is the largest
public face recognition data set available. As a result, a FaceNet trained on a huge data set
such as MS-Celeb-1M is capable of producing embedding vectors that include important facial
details of the input image. Adding perceptual loss to our method objective function results in
visually better faces with adequate texture details. The perceptual loss is defined as the sum of
the MSE loss between the activation patterns of 21 FaceNet concatenation layers of the target
and reconstructed samples. In other words, for each layer, the MSE loss between the activation
patterns for both images is computed and added to the total perceptual loss.
2.2.3 Training and implementation details
This work was implemented in Tensorflow 2. Three fully connected layers were added to
the ResNet18 architecture with 2048, 1024 and 512 units, respectively. ResNet was trained
using an Adam optimizer with a 2e-4 learning rate on a combination of pixel and perceptual
loss. The progressive GAN (proGAN), which is used to generate faces, was pre-trained on
128x128 CelebA faces and was downloaded from Tensorflow Hub. A FaceNet trained on the
MS-Celeb-1M network was used to compute the perceptual loss.
Data sets: 100,000 faces were generated with proGAN using random latent vectors sam-
pled from normal distribution to create our generated faces training set. In order to obtain our
real faces data set, we first selected all the VggFace2 [4] identities that had at least 100 faces,
out of which we randomly selected 100 samples per identity and then randomly picked 100
identities. Hence, our final real human face data set consisted of 100 identities, each with 100
example images with a total of 10,000 images.
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2.3 Experiments and Results
We conducted five experiments to assess the performance of our face inverse mapping model.
The first experiment maps synthesized faces to latent vectors and compares the output with
gradient-based techniques both in terms of visual quality and computational time. The sec-
ond experiment maps natural faces to latent vectors that contain their most important facial
feature and evaluates the model in style transfer task. The third experiment utilizes a hybrid
method to map natural faces to more accurate latent vectors. The fourth experiment compares
encoder-based, optimization-based and hybrid methods based on their performance in the face
recognition task. The last experiment evaluates the generalizability of our model to other GANs
by mapping fake faces generated by StyleGAN to latent vectors.
2.3.1 Experiment1: Latent vector recovery of generated faces
In order to evaluate the performance of our model in mapping synthesized faces to matching
latent vectors, we set up an experiment to both qualitatively and quantitatively compare our
results with gradient-based methods.
Gradient-based techniques start with a random z vector drawn from a normal distribution,
and then they update that vector using gradient descent for a variable number of iterations.
Choosing the right number of iterations and the learning rate is critical in obtaining optimal
results. In some cases, updating is stopped when the loss is below a certain threshold, which
means a different number of iterations is required for different generated faces, and in some
cases up to 100,000 iterations of gradient descent might be required to converge. In this work,
we chose 200 iterations to make our comparison viable in terms of computation time.
We generated 50 faces using proGAN to test the recovery of latent vectors using four dif-
ferent methods: gradient descent, gradient descent with stochastic clipping, our ResNet model
trained based on only z-loss, and our ResNet trained on both z-loss and perceptual loss. Gra-
dient descent was implemented using an Adam optimizer with 0.01 learning rate and MAE
loss between images. Stochastic clipping binds latent vectors to [-1, 1] range, which is the
range that z-vectors of proGAN are sampled from during training. If a number is less than
-1 or bigger than 1, we simply replace it with a random number within the range. There is
another method called standard clipping that replaces any value less than -1 with -1 and any
value bigger than 1 with 1. However, Lipton et al. in [30] demonstrated that stochastic clipping
is a better clipping technique for this task. Our ResNet18 architecture for this experiment was
trained using the framework shown in Figure 2.8. The experiment was conducted on a Nvidia
GeForce RTX 2080 TI GPU.
Qualitative results are presented in Figure 2.12. We compared our method trained with
solely z-loss and also both z-loss and perceptual loss with gradient-based alternatives with
and without stochastic clipping. It can be observed in the figure that adding perceptual loss
improves visual quality and reproduces face images indistinguishable from the target (see the
comparison of Figure 2.12a (targets) and Figure 2.12e (generated images with recovered latent
vectors using our method). Our proposed ResNet-based method is capable of finding a latent
representation that can generate a face identical to the target and it is much faster than gradient-
based alternatives.
Quantitative results are reported in Table 2.1. We compare the four previously described
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Figure 2.12: Original generated faces are presented in column (a). Column (b) is the gener-
ated faces of recovered latent vectors by using gradient-descent method with 200 iterations.
Column (c) applies stochastic clipping while updating gradient descent. Column (d) is our
method, which utilizes our trained ResNet to map generated images to their corresponding
latent vectors. Column (e) is our ResNet trained using both pixel and perceptual loss.
techniques in terms of PSNR metric, Frechet Inception Distance (FID) score, cosine distance
and computation time. PSNR is a metric of assessing the quality of a reconstructed image
based on the ground truth peer. The formula to compute this metric is presented in Equation
2.3. Cosine distance, which is calculated based on the average of cosine distance between the
embeddings extracted from the last layer of the pre-trained FaceNet for both the reconstructed
and ground truth target face, is a good measure to compare images in terms of identity in-
formation. Our inverse mapping model has lowest cosine distance, we can conclude that our
recovered latent vectors reconstruct better facial features and also perform better in identifica-
tion and verification tasks. This conclusion is further investigated in experiment 4.
PS NR = 20log10(
MAXoriginal image√
MS E between images
) (2.3)
What stands out in the table is that our method is significantly faster than other state-of-
the-art techniques while having slightly lower PSNR. We compromise visual quality (to a neg-
ligible degree) for three orders of magnitude faster latent vector recovery. The difference in
PSNR metric is negligible compared to the significantly lower computation time. In terms of
the FID score, our method performs slightly worse than gradient-based alternatives. But again,
the difference is negligible compared to how fast the our inverse mapping performs.
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Figure 2.13: The results for mapping natural faces to latent-space vectors that contain same
style and facial features. The faces in each row represent how recovered latent vectors under-
stand the gender, hair style and emotions of the target image respectively.
2.3.2 Experiment2: Style transfer using natural faces
Mapping real human faces to latent-space vectors, which leads to regenerating those faces
using GANs, is extremely challenging and very little was found in the literature on this topic.
Our proposed architecture for natural faces extracts latent vectors that contain important facial
information on the given real face. These facial details include face shape, gender, hair/beard
style, smile, pose, etc. and will then be applied to the generated faces. This approach can be a
means to control the face image synthesis process by altering the latent vector based on given
styles.
In order to evaluate our ResNet model in style transformation from real to generated faces,
we conducted an experiment on the AR face data set [36]. AR is a strictly constrained face
data set that includes over 4000 frontal view face images of 126 identities (70 males and 56
females). Facial impressions, illumination and occlusion of the participants are controlled, but
there are no restrictions on what people are wearing (make up, glasses, hair style, etc.). The
pictures were taken in the same conditions in two different sessions separated by two weeks.
We trained ResNet on VggFace2 data set of real faces and evaluated the performance on the
Table 2.1: Comparing gradient-based methods with ours based on PSNR, FID score, cosine
distance and the computation time (in seconds) for each method.
Metric
Model PSNR FID Cosine distance Time
Adam 18.41 53.01 1.96 1143.90
Stochastic Clipping 19.06 30.48 1.98 1135.24
Pixel-ResNet(ours) 11.06 105.85 1.94 3.27
Pixel-Perceptual ResNet(ours) 16.30 31.22 1.98 3.96
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Figure 2.14: Recovered latent vectors preserve the pose of the target face.
AR data set. Please note that the proposed model was not trained on AR data set, and we used
this data set for testing.
The findings of this experiment indicate that projecting a real face image into latent-space
using a deep residual network trained on pixel, perceptual and z-loss results in a latent vector
that can be used to generate a face with similar styles as the input. Figure 2.13 illustrates
the style transformation of a generated face given natural input faces on the AR face data
set. The recovered latent vector includes information about the gender, hair/beard style, facial
expressions (for example smile) and many other attributes of the natural face.
In addition, we conducted another experiment on high-quality pictures of real human faces
with different poses to indicate that recovered latent vectors not only preserve hairstyle, gender
and facial expressions but also generate faces with the same pose (Figure 2.14).
2.3.3 Experiment3: Hybrid reconstruction of real faces
As previously explained in the literature review chapter, there are three common approaches to
latent vector recovery, gradient-based, encoder-based and hybrid methods. A hybrid method
first predicts an initial latent vector using a pre-trained model, namely an encoder, next op-
timizes that vector to improve the quality and accuracy of the results. The Hybrid method
improves sole encoder-based techniques because of the additional gradient descent steps. Up-
dating a latent vector using gradient descent slightly changes the latent vector to motivate
generating faces that look more similar to the target.
Optimization-based methods require a great number of gradient descent iterations to per-
form well. Some images might require over 100,000 iterations to be reconstructed with high
details. This process is incredibly time-consuming, which makes this method impractical, in
particular, when we have many images to map. The advantage of hybrid methods over sole
gradient descent is that they start from a good initial point. Thus they need fewer iterations to
converge.
Even though our ResNet18 encoder is able to predict latent vectors that contain important
facial details of the target, there is still room for improvement. We assumed that such latent
vectors could be a good initial point for a hybrid gradient descent optimization. There is a trade-
off between the number of iterations and computation time. If we update the latent vector for
more iterations, the output looks more similar to the target, but it takes more time to recover
the optimal latent vector. If we update for less number of iterations, the overall method is faster
but the generated output is not identical to the target.
We experimented with two different values for the number of iterations. The results of this
comparison are presented in Figure 2.15. Column (a) are the original AR faces that are used as
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Figure 2.15: The comparison between inverse mapping using a ResNet18 encoder (b), sole
gradient descent (e) and a hybrid technique (columns (c) with 200 iterations and column (d)
with 1000 iterations) on the natural AR faces data set.
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Figure 2.16: Comparison between different inverse mapping methods based on face recognition
performance of reconstructed faces.
the target. First, we selected 200 iterations for the hybrid method, but as you can see in column
(c), results are blurry however, compare to the ResNet mapping (column (b)), the output looks
more similar to the original target. Additionally, the hybrid method with 200 iterations is much
better than gradient descent with 200 iterations (column (d)). Hence, we were motivated to
increase the number of iterations to 1000 to see if results further improve. It can be observed
in column (e) that increasing the number of iterations leads to higher quality reconstruction of
natural faces. In order to have a fair comparison between the ResNet18 mapping, the hybrid
method and gradient descent approach, we reconstructed AR face images with sole gradient
descent for 1000 iterations as well (see column (f)). While some faces can be reconstructed
with 1000 iterations of gradient descent, most of them have major artifacts and require many
more iterations to be acceptable.
2.3.4 Experiment4: Evaluation based on face recognition performance
One metric to evaluate the quality of reconstructed faces is by comparing their performance
in the face recognition task. If a face is recognized better, then it has richer identity infor-
mation. The images of the AR data set were captured in different illumination conditions,
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Table 2.2: Comparison between different approaches based on face recognition performance
of reconstructed faces
Rank1 Rank5 Rank10 Rank20
Target 100% 100% 100% 100%
ResNet18 11.7% 28.5% 40.3% 62.1%
Gradient descent (200 iterations) 7.8% 15.7% 22.8% 41.2%
Hybrid (200 iterations) 16.8% 40.3% 58.8% 73.9%
Gradient descent (1000 iterations) 21.1% 49.1% 58.4% 77.1%
Hybrid (1000 iterations) 35% 63% 81% 89%
facial expressions and occlusion. In this experiment, we use the AR data set to compare our
ResNet18 encoder and proposed hybrid approach with gradient-based alternatives in terms of
face recognition accuracy.
The AR data set consists of 70 men and 50 women (total of 120 subjects). For each, the
target image is used as the gallery, and the reconstructed image based on the recovered latent
vector is the probe image. The gallery was resized to 128x128 and cropped using MTCNN
[52]. Afterwards, each gallery image was projected into latent-space using our ResNet18 in-
verse mapping model, our hybrid method with 200 and 1000 additional steps and sole gradient
descent with 200 and 1000 iterations. We calculated the cumulative match characteristic up to
rank-100 between the gallery and the reconstructed probe. First, the facial embedding of all
probe and gallery faces is extracted using the VGGFace (ResNet50 architecture) [41] model
pre-trained on the vggface2 data set [4]. We used a different face embedding extractor than the
FaceNet used for computing the perceptual loss to make sure our results are reliable and valid.
The results of this comparison are shown in Figure 2.16. As depicted in this figure, the
hybrid method is noticeably better than sole gradient descent with the same number of itera-
tions. The hybrid method is also better than the ResNet18 encoder solely. A hybrid method
with 1000 further steps over the predicted latent vector has the best performance in terms of
reconstructed identity information.
Table 2.2 shows a comparison of rank-1, rank-5, rank-10 and rank-20 correct match score
between the previously describe inverse mapping models on the AR data set. As demonstrated
in this table, the hybrid method outperforms both encoder-based and gradient-based solutions.
This indicates that our hybrid method is capable of reconstructing faces that are not only visu-
ally appealing, but also contain rich identity information.
2.3.5 Experiment5: Generalizability to other GANs
In this experimen, we evaluate the generalizability of our inverse mapping model to another
GAN that the model was not trained on, StyleGAN2. While learning the parameters of ResNet,
we used a pre-trained proGAN to generate images based on the predicted latent vectors and
computed pixel and perceptual loss. It is expected to see good results for faces synthesize by
proGAN. However, we need further investigation to realize whether this approach can be used
to map faces synthesized by other GANs to matching latent vectors.
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Figure 2.17: Reconstructing StyleGAN2 synthesized faces using predicted latent vectors of
our model.
We generated 50 faces with StyleGAN2 generator and align and crop them using MTCNN
[52]. Next, we map these images to latent-space using our pre-trained ResNet18 inverse map-
per. Figure 2.17 demonstrates the results of reconstructing StyleGAN2 synthesized faces using
an inverse mapping model trained with ProGAN. This figure indicates that projecting Style-
GAN2 faces to latent space is not as accurate as ProGAN synthesized faces. However, what is
interesting in this figure is that even though reconstructions have poor quality, they still contain
most of the important facial details of the target. The predicted latent vectors seem to be a good
starting point for hybrid methods as well.
2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed a method to project generated face images into latent-space ex-
tremely fast with high visual quality using deep residual neural networks trained with pixel and
perceptual loss. The second major finding was that training the same architecture on pixel and
perceptual loss for real faces plus z-loss between generated faces and their ground truth latent
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Table 2.3: Comparing gradient-based methods with encoder-based and hybrid approaches
based on PSNR, FID score and the computation time (in seconds) for 50 fake faces gener-
ated by ProGAN.
Metric
Model PSNR FID Time (s)
Gradient descent 200 iterations 19.06 30.48 1135.24
ResNet-18 encoder (ours) 16.3 31.22 3.96
Hybrid 50 iterations(ours) 21.96 16.94 32.5467
vectors will bring about a latent vector that contains important facial details and styles of the
input face, such as gender, pose, emotion, hair/beard style,etc.
One major limitation of this study is that the ground truth corresponding latent vectors of
real face images are not available. This makes mapping real faces much more challenging. We
proposed a hybrid method to overcome this issue and reconstruct identical faces to the target.
The reconstructed faces using our hybrid method can be recognized by face recognition models
with higher accuracy than other inverse mapping alternatives.
The results of this research support the idea that, even though optimization-based ap-
proaches are performing well in inverting generators and obtaining accurate latent vectors,
deep residual networks in our method are capable of performing the same task on fake faces
with relatively identical quality and incredibly faster speed. Table 2.3 summarizes the experi-
ments conducted in this chapter to compare the three most common inverse mapping methods
based on an image visual quality metric (PSNR), a reliable GAN evaluation measure (FID) and
the time it takes for each approach to map a batch of 50 fake faces into latent vectors.
The insights gained from this study may be of assistance to other problems that involve
mapping a huge number of images to their corresponding latent vectors and then finding a new
mapping or transformation within the latent-space to generate desired images.
In this study, we substantiated that training a deep neural network on a combination of
pixel, perceptual and z-loss can be used to create a latent vector that includes important details
and styles of the target real human faces. Though, it still remains an open question if real-time
recovery of latent vector for real faces is possible, especially in terms of identity information.
Chapter 3
Inverse mapping of audio GANs
3.1 Overview
Researchers have recently shown an increased interest in mapping generated samples by gen-
erative adversarial networks (GANs) into the original latent vectors. GANs are made of a
generator and a discriminator network. The generator maps a random latent vector to a gener-
ated realistic sample. The discriminator is a binary classifier that aims to determine whether a
sample is real or fake. The generator and the discriminator compete with each other to boost
their respective performances. After training an audio GAN, for a given random vector z, the
generator outputs a realistic audio recording. GAN inversion refers to the task of projecting a
given sample (image, audio, video, etc.) to a latent vector that when given to the generator, the
output is as similar as possible to the target. Learning such backwards mapping is useful in a
wide range of applications.
Projecting generated samples back to the latent-space is a classic problem in computer
vision, where the goal is to recover the latent vector of given images. However, investigating
the inverse mapping of GANs is still a continuing concern within the audio domain. While
methods introduced in the vision domain can be applied to audio as well, they need to be
improved and fine-tuned to this domain in order to produce ideal results. Previous works
introduced to map images to latent space (z-space) are introduced in the first chapter of this
thesis. The second chapter explains our fast novel approach for recovering latent vectors of
both natural and synthesized human faces.
In this chapter, we adjust our deep residual neural network (ResNet18) framework to predict
latent vectors of audio samples. Our inverse mapping model is trained based on a combination
of z-loss and a novel perceptual loss for the audio domain. Later, we demonstrate our results
on latent vector recovery of both generated and real audio samples and compare them with sole
gradient descent optimization and hybrid methods. Hybrid techniques apply a few steps of
gradient descent after the initial prediction of latent representation by the deep neural network.
To the best of our knowledge, the experimental work presented here provides one of the first
investigations into how to project audio samples to latent representations that can regenerate
them. We propose a fast deep network technique to recover latent vectors of both fake and real
audio using a novel perceptual loss within the audio domain. We also perform latent vector
recovery using gradient descent methods in order to compare this approach with our proposed
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Figure 3.1: An example of a 1-second audio waveform which is sampled with 16 KHz rate.
method. Moreover, we implement a hybrid method that applies a few steps of gradient de-
scent after predicting the representation by the deep network and compare the results with the
proposed ResNet-18 framework and sole gradient descent approach.
3.1.1 Audio
The human ear is a sensory organ receiving audio signals, but hearing is a complex computa-
tional procedure performed by the brain. The world of computer programming only recognizes
numbers. In order to help the computer understand audio, we need to somehow represent it
with numbers. Digital signal processing converts audio signals into digital formats (0 and 1)
and then mathematically manipulates them. The most significant difference between audio and
image is that audio changes over time. Hence, audio signals are formatted as time series.
In order to better understand audio signals, I will explain the most important attributes of
an audio signal. Later, different methods of visualizing audio will be described. The frequency
is the number of cycles per second. The sampling rate, also referred to as the sampling fre-
quency, is the number of audio samples per second. For example, if a 1 second audio clip has
a sampling rate of 16 kHz, it means that the corresponding digital vector of this audio clip has
16000 values. The bandwidth of an audio is the range defined by its maximum and minimum
frequency value. If a signal is periodic such as the sine wave, the period of the signal is the
length of one complete cycle. The phase of an audio signal is where the cycle begins. If there
is a phase shift, it means the beginning of the cycle starts at a different time point.
Waveform
Audio signals can be represented in 2D waveform graphs with time on the x-axis and level
(amplitude) on the y-axis. Audio waveform is a way of visualizing the pattern of sound over
time. Figure 3.1 shows the waveform of a spoken digit selected from the SC09 data set [47].
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Figure 3.2: An example Spectrogram
Spectrogram
A spectrogram is a 2-D visualization of the spectrum of frequencies of time-series (for example
an audio signal). It is possible to convert an audio to spectrogram and then convert the spectro-
gram back to an audio. This attribute is extremely helpful in machine learning because it makes
applying computer vision models on audio data possible. The x-axis of the plot represents time
and from left to right, time increases. The y-axis indicates frequency. In spectrograms, the
amplitude of the audio frequency at a given time is represented by the third dimension, color.
The corresponding spectrogram of the waveform depicted in Figure 3.1 is shown in Figure 3.2.
In this figure, lighter colors illustrate a higher amplitude.
3.1.2 Fake audio generators
In this section, the most common audio generators and the available pre-trained models of
each generator will be described. Later, we use the outcome of this investigation to choose a
generator for our inverse mapping model. An audio signal is a time series that represents the
dynamics of the corresponding sound wave over time. The amplitude at each time point can
be obtained from the audio waveform function. Since this function is continuous we need to
select a sampling rate to achieve a finite set of numbers per audio. Audio signals can also be
encoded into 2-dimensional representations by converting them into spectrograms.
WaveGAN
WaveGAN was the first attempt at applying GANs to unsupervised synthesis of raw-waveform
audio [7] introduced in 2018. The model has the same architecture as DCGAN [42] with the
same number of parameters and operations. WaveGAN is capable of producing one second
clips at a frequency of 16 kHz learned from a variety of audio data sets. When the sampling
rate is 16000 Hz, it means we get the amplitude of the audio once every 1/16000 seconds. The
transposed convolution technique was originally used to up-sample low-level latent vectors to
high-level images. WaveGAN makes use of transpose convolutions to up-sample from a latent
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space to the final raw-waveform audio using one-dimension filters of length 25. If the sampling
rate is equal to 16 kHz, WaveGAN has to generate a vector of length 16000 that corresponds
to one second of audio. Each up-sampling block up-samples the input vector by a factor of
4 (instead of 2 in DCGAN) because the initial random latent vector is of size 100 and the
output of the generator must be of length 16000. If the scale factor was two, then many layers
were required to achieve the desired 16000 length. The output vector should be a power of
4 which means for generating 1 second audio clips, we need to have vectors with a size of at
least 16000, the closest power of 4 number to 16000 is 16384 which is the size of the output of
WaveGAN.
To avoid checkerboard artifacts in audio, a phase shuffle method is applied to perturb the
phase of the discriminator’s activations by -n to n. Before applying the phase shuffle, the
discriminator could easily detect the fake audio based on the artifacts which would ruin the
training process. The difference between WaveGAN and DCGAN include the use of a one di-
mensional filter of size 25 instead of 5x5 filters (because the audio signal is 1D), increasing the
stride from 2x2 to 4 and removing the batch normalization from both generator and discrim-
inator. WaveGAN was trained on human speech, birds sounds, drums and music. The most
challenging data set is human speech, similar to the human face being the most challenging
domain in Computer Vision. One reason for that is the fact that we might not easily detect a
fake bird sound, but we humans have a deep understanding of human voice and speech which
makes detecting a fake spoken word much easier than a fake music. Even though the generated
audio by WaveGAN seem promising, there is still a large space for improvement.
We chose to use the official WaveGAN model pre-trained on the SC09 (subset of Speech
Commands) data set for two reasons [47]. First from a qualitative perspective, it is much easier
to distinguish whether the style and content of a reproduced spoken digit remained intact rather
than drums or bird sounds. Second, the perceptual loss can be taken from feature maps of a
pre-trained classifier on the SC09 data set. There are pre-trained WaveGAN models on SC09
spoken digits data set [47], Drum sound effects and Bach piano performances.
WaveNet
WaveNet [39], invented by DeepMind, combines deep learning techniques from Computer Vi-
sion with audio processing methods in order to generate raw audio. WaveNet is used by Google
to convert their digital assistant sound to a more similar to human voice audio. WaveNet is
trained for the text-to-speech (TTS) task. Parametric TTS was introduced to promote building
deep models that contain all the information about the speech synthesis process in their param-
eters. With parametric TTS, the synthesized audio can be altered by modifying the input of
the model, for example changing the speaker ID in order to alter the voice. WaveNet directly
models the raw waveform of the audio, one sample at a time. This results in generating more
realistic audio. The one dimensional WaveNet is inspired by the two dimensional pixelNet
[40][45].
WaveNet is a fully convolutional neural network where the receptive field of each layer
grows exponentially to allow for the generation of the final audio. The network is trained on
real human voices. After the network is trained, each value of the sampling rate is obtained
based on a probability function computed by WaveNet. Afterwards, this value is appended to
the network and then the updated input will be used to predict the next value. The intuition here
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is that adjacent frames in an audio are dependent on each other and therefore each value should
be predicted based on the previous values. This process takes a lot of time and requires too
many computations, however, it seems to be essential for generating realistic audio. The text
is first converted into a sequence of linguistic and phonetic features, then fed into WaveNet to
generate speech. WaveNet was trained using Google’s TTS data sets and outperforms Google’s
TTS models. It has also achieved a high Mean Opinion Score (MOS) by humans. The network
is conditioned by the identity of the speaker. This makes it possible to change the style (gender,
age, tone, etc.) of the synthesized audio. Even though WaveNet is one of the best audio
synthesis tools available, it does not convert a random latent vector to audio, rather it receives
a text with a speaker ID as the input. Hence we did not choose this network to train our inverse
mapping model. There are WaveNets pre-trained on LJSpeech and CMU ARCTIC data sets
available.
GANSynth
GANSynth [11] is another GAN-based model for generating high-quality audio that was pub-
lished in 2019. Audio waveforms are usually periodic, in addition, human perception is highly
sensitive to irregularities in waveforms, this means the task of generating audio by GANs is
much more challenging than images. An audio generator must know the proper combination
of frequency and phase at each point of time to generate a coherent and realistic sound. On top
of that, generating audio with GANs is much more difficult than auto-regressive models such
as WaveNet. However, pre-trained GAN generators are capable of generating real-time fake
audio. GANSynth generates the entire sequence at the same time. While this is around 50,000
times faster than WaveNet, it has lower fidelity. GANSynth is trained on the NSynth data set
of musical records [12]. This work assays the progressive growing GAN architecture in the
vision domain for the audio generation task.
They demonstrate the superiority of GANs with sufficient frequency resolution in the spec-
tral domain in generating natural-sounding audio over WaveNet based on both automated met-
rics and human opinion. Nevertheless, this GAN is only pre-trained on NSynth data set of
musical notes. For the inverse mapping task, if we choose musical sounds rather than human
spoken digits, it is very difficult to know how similar is the reconstructed audio to the target.
Thus we opted to train our inverse mapper based on WaveGAN pre-trained on SC09.
3.1.3 Audio Data sets
In this section, we will describe common categories of available audio data sets and the most
famous collections that belong to each group. There are available audio data sets of speech,
spoken word, spoken digit, drums (a collection of single drum hits recorded from drum ma-
chines), piano, bird sounds and so forth.
The speech commands zero through nine (SC09)
The speech commands zero through nine (SC09) audio data set [47] includes spoken English
digits (zero to nine) by many speakers collected using an open-source web application. Each
audio sample is one second but the spoken digit is not aligned within this time period. Each
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digit is repeated 1850 times in the training set. This data set in total is equal to 5.3 hours
of speech. All of the samples were captured using phone or laptop microphones to be in
accordance with real-life scenarios. All speakers were in a room with a closed door when
recording their voices. The data set also includes 10 commonly used words in robotics which
are the following: ”Yes”, ”No”, ”Up”, ”Down”, ”Left”, ”Right”, ”On”, ”Off”, ”Stop”, and
”Go”. The second version of the data set added a few more words. In order to control the
quality of recorded audio, they conducted an experiment and asked human workers to reject
any audio that the spoken digit is not detectable.
Speech
The LJ Speech Data set1 is a public data set that contains 13100 audio recordings. There is only
one speaker in this database who is reading passages of non-fiction books published between
1884 and 1964. Audio clips can be from 1 to 10 seconds long. The overall data set is 24 hours
of speech.
The CMU ARCTIC databases [27] were designed and collected by the Language Tech-
nologies Institute lab at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU). All the audio recordings are
recorded by one American speaker (US English) with the main purpose of speech synthesis.
This database contains 1150 audio recordings of out-of-copyright texts. The sampling rate is
16 kHz and the audio samples are fully labeled. The recordings are free of noise. They chose
words that are easily read by a native English speaker.
NSynth
NSynth [12] is another audio data set that contains 305,979 notes from 1,006 different musical
instruments with various pitches, timbres, and volumes. This data set is very much similar to
the CelebA [32] for images, all audio samples are aligned and recorded in isolation to reduce
variance. NSynth was created to become the baseline for audio machine learning projects.
Each audio in this data set has an array of attributes which is beneficial for training conditional
GANs. These attributes include the name of the instrument, pitch, velocity (25, 50, 75, 100,
127), note, sample rate, instrument family, instrument source (acoustic, electronic or synthetic)
and acoustic quality. Each audio sample is 4 seconds with a sampling rate of 16 kHz.
Bird vocalizations
There are a few audio data sets that contain bird sounds. These data sets are usually used for
bird audio detection problems that aim to decide whether there is a bird sound in the given
audio or not. Freefield 1010 project [44] is an open audio data set of 7690 audio samples
that are collected from the field-recording label in the Freesound audio database2. The audio
clips are 10 seconds or longer. This data set includes audio from a diverse range of locations
and environments. There is another bird sound database called ten-second smartphone audio
recordings. This collection of 8000 audio recordings is extracted from a bird sound crowd
1https://keithito.com/LJ-Speech-Dataset/, visited 2020-11-1
2http://freesound.org, visited 2020-10-31
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sourcing research project named Warblr3 and has recordings from all around the UK. The au-
dio clips include weather and traffic noise as well as human bird imitations. There is another
research project called TREE4 that investigates the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone. The remote
monitoring equipment installed at the location have recorded many bird vocalizations. Addi-
tionally, there are remote monitoring systems located at Ithaca, NY, USA. In fall 2015, the
BirdVox project5 collected 20000 audio recordings using this equipment.
Large vocabulary speech (TIMIT)
TIMIT [13] is a data set collected in 1993 for the automatic speech recognition task with the
purpose of providing acoustic-phonetic researches with speech data. All the recordings are in
American English recorded by 630 different speakers. The sampling rate of each waveform
is 16 kHz. The speakers were asked to read 10 phonetically rich sentences. The recordings
were collected at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) produced the corresponding CD-ROM version and were
later verified by human workers.
AudioSet
There are some labeled audio data sets that contain numerous classes of audio clips. AudioSet
[14] includes 527 audio classes with around 2M hand-labeled audio recordings. Each sample is
10 seconds long and is collected from YouTube videos. This database overall includes 5.8 hours
of continuous audio. Nevertheless, such data sets are too complex for the inverse mapping
problem and might mislead the training procedure.
3.2 Methodology
A number of techniques have been developed for recovering latent vectors of images. Includ-
ing optimization-based methods, auto-encoder inspired architectures, and deep neural network
models. A major advantage of using deep residual neural networks is that they are incredibly
fast when compared to gradient-based alternatives. The second advantage of using the ResNet
architecture is that we can train it on a data set of generated audio and their corresponding
ground truth latent vector to learn the inverse mapping. Here, the ResNet-18 architecture pre-
viously proposed for the latent vector recovery of images in the second chapter is assayed for
the audio domain using generated audio and matching latent representation as well as a novel
perceptual loss in this domain. We also use an audio generator network, WaveGAN pre-trained
on spoken digits from the SC09 data set, instead of ProGAN.
3.2.1 Inverse Mapping Model
Our goal for the inverse mapping model was to take as input the spectrogram of generated
and real audio and output the predicted latent vector for a pre-trained WaveGAN. The reason
3http://warblr.net, visited 2020-10-31
4https://tree.ceh.ac.uk/, visited 2020-10-31
5https://wp.nyu.edu/birdvox/, visited 2020-10-31
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Figure 3.3: The Two Branch Architecture of Our Deep Network Based Inversion Technique
for Real Audio.
we chose WaveGAN as the pre-trained audio GAN is that there is a pre-trained WaveGAN
model on SC09 audio database of spoken digits from zero to nine. Detecting whether the
recovered latent vector is capable of regenerating the target digit is much easier than music or
bird sounds. The inverse mapping model architecture is the same as ResNet-18 with the last
activation function removed and the number of classes set to the size of the WaveGAN latent
space which is 100. The ResNet-18 architecture was selected as it has been successful in latent
vector recovery of face GANs.
In the case of synthesized audio, two losses were used to train the network. The first was
the MSE between the original latent vector used as input to the WaveGAN and the predicted
latent vector by the inverse mapping model (z-loss). The second loss term is the perceptual
loss of the audio synthesized by the original latent vector and the reconstructed audio from the
predicted latent vector calculated through a classifier model trained on predicting the spoken
digit. The idea of computing audio perceptual loss using this classifier is novel and has not
been used within this domain before.
To map real audio to latent-space, we cannot use the z-loss as we do not have a true latent
vector. The z-loss between synthesized audio and their reconstructed peers in combination with
the perceptual loss between real and reconstructed audio helped the model to learn the inverse
mapping from both real and synthesized audio to the latent space while maintaining content
and style. However, if we only train the ResNet on the perceptual loss between the real audio
and its reconstruction, the model forgets the mapping from audio to latent space. In order to
tackle this problem, at each epoch the inverse mapping model was trained one batch on z-loss
between audio synthesized by WaveGAN from a random latent vector and audio generated
by the predicted vector using ResNet18. In the next batch, the perceptual loss between real
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Figure 3.4: The decrease of different loss terms of the objective function over time.
audio from the SC09 data set and reconstructed counterpart using the ResNet18 model were
fed backwards to the model to fine tune the inverse mapping for the real audio domain. The
architecture of our proposed method is presented in Figure 3.3.
Objective Function
To train the inverse mapping model, our objective function includes two loss terms:
• MSE between latent vectors (z-loss): At run time, audio was synthesized by WaveGAN
from a random latent vector with a uniform distribution between -1 and 1. With the
synthesized audio as input to the inverse mapping model, the latent vector was predicted
in the last layer of the network. The ground truth latent vector was then compared to
the predicted latent vector through Mean Squared Error (MSE). This loss is necessary to
learn the inverse mapping between the audio and latent vectors.
• Perceptual loss: For real and synthesized audio, the perceptual loss was back-propagated
through the inverse mapping model. The perceptual loss was quantified as the difference
in activations in a ResNet-18 spoken digit classifier’s output at each residual block. The
classifier was pre-trained on the SC09 data set with 95.41% accuracy. This loss improved
the reconstruction of real audio and helped keep style and content intact.
The decrease of loss when training ResNet model is depicted in Figure 3.4. Even though
there is a lot of variation in the perceptual loss of real audio, the overall loss function is de-
creasing.
3.2.2 Implementation Details
The inverse mapping model was trained for 250 epochs with an Adam optimizer with the learn-
ing rate of 0.001 and a batch size of 64. The only modifications to the ResNet-18 architecture
was the removal of the final activation function and the number of classes being set to the size of
WaveGAN’s latent space (100). During each epoch, the model was first trained on one batch of
real audio with perceptual loss and then one batch of WaveGAN synthesized audio with MSE
between latent vectors and perceptual loss between the original audio and reconstructions.
The code for audio inverse mapping is written in Tensorflow 2 framework. WaveGAN
models are stored in Tensorflow 1 format but are converted at run-time to be compatible with
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Table 3.1: Synthesized Audio Reconstructions
Inception Score
(mean ± std)
FID
MSE
(raw audio)
SSIM
(spectrogram)
Fake 7.23 ± 0.003 - - -
Gradient-based 3.96 ± 0.203 0.7140 0.00489 0.9618
Inverse Mapping Model (ours) 7.50 ± 0.288 0.4841 0.00196 0.9731
Hybrid Method (ours) 7.23 ± 0.006 0.4850 0.00003 0.9979
Tensorflow 2. In order to generate fake audio we use WaveGAN pre-trained on the SC09.
WaveGAN code and pre-trained models are publicly available. The WaveGAN model is frozen
in order to run in Tensorflow 2 at run time.
3.3 Experiments and results
In this section, we compare our ResNet-18 inverse mapping model with sole gradient descent
and hybrid methods based on MSE distance, SSIM measure, digit classification accuracy, In-
ception Score (IS) and Frechet Inception Distance (FID) score for both synthesized and real
audio.
3.3.1 Data set
Our generated audio data set was created at run time by generating a random latent vector of
size 100 with a uniform distribution between -1 and 1. The latent vector was used as input
to WaveGAN to generate raw-waveform audio. For real audio, we used the SC09 data set
which contains spoken digits from zero to nine. This data set is described in the audio data sets
section. The training set includes 18620 samples with roughly equal occurrences of each digit
by many different speakers.
3.3.2 Experiment 1: Mapping synthesized audio to latent space
An initial objective of this project was to map generated audio back to the corresponding latent
space. We trained a ResNet18 deep network to perform this task inspired by our result in the
second chapter on face images. The purpose of Experiment 1 is to evaluate the performance
of our inverse mapping model trained using z-loss and perceptual loss in the latent vector re-
covery of synthesized audio. Furthermore, we compare the sole ResNet18 model with gradient
descent and hybrid alternative methods. The results in Table 3.1 show that we were able to
recover the latent vector of synthesized audio with high accuracy. While hybrid techniques
seem promising in the latent vector recovery of images, they are not as helpful in the audio
domain. Even though the MSE and SSIM metric demonstrate the superiority of the hybrid
method, in actuality, the reconstruction through our sole ResNet18 inverse mapping model
produces a more coherent spoken digit with better content and style reconstruction. This can
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Figure 3.5: Comparing the Performance of Deep Network Inverse Mapping Model with Gra-
dient Descent Approach in Latent Vector Recovery of Fake Audio. Three Example Digits are
Shown Here.
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be shown through the inception and FID score of our inverse mapping model. It is further veri-
fied in Experiment 3 where reconstructed audio clips obtained reasonable accuracy in the digit
classification task. The qualitative results of our approach on fake audio are shown in Figure
3.5. In this figure, we showed three sample digits of zero, one and two. The spectrogram and
waveforms of ResNet18 reconstructions are more similar to the target. The reconstructions
using the gradient descent approach were usually so quiet and difficult to hear, this can easily
be observed in their waveforms.
3.3.3 Experiment 2: Comparing Different Approaches
As mentioned earlier, optimization methods are capable of updating a random latent vector
to recover the desired latent vector that reconstructs the target audio. We implemented an
optimization-based method that updates a random vector for a maximum of 50000 steps using
gradient descent. Finding the perfect learning rate for gradient descent is extremely challeng-
ing. In addition, we developed a hybrid method that first predicts a latent vector using our
inverse mapping model and then updates it further with a maximum of 200 steps of gradient
descent. The comparison between these three methods is summarized in Table 3.1 for fake au-
dio. Although the hybrid method produces a lower loss for the reconstruction of raw-waveform
and spectrograms, the reproduced audio is of worse auditory quality. The audio related to this
project is included in the supplementary materials of this thesis where you can compare the au-
dio reconstructed using different methods. This indicates the inverse mapping model captures
the important style and content of the audio while discarding noise. Overall, these results in-
dicate that our inverse mapping model performs better than optimization-based methods. The
comparison between the mentioned approaches on real audio is summarized in Table 3.2.
Gradient Descent
In order to recover the latent representation of a given audio using this method, we first sam-
ple a random vector, z∗, of size 100 from the uniform distribution. Then we feed this latent
vector to WaveGAN to get the corresponding synthesized audio. Next, we convert this audio
to a spectrogram and compute the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) loss between this spectrogram
and the spectrogram of the target audio. Afterward, z∗ is updated by the SciPy optimization
library using the L-BFGS algorithm [31]. After each iteration, the updated z∗ becomes closer
to the ground truth latent vector. Equation 3.1 depicts the optimization process. W stands for
pre-trained WaveGAN and S converts audio to spectrogram. The main disadvantage of the
optimization methods is that they are very slow. Numerous iterations are required to find the
optimum latent vector for a target sample; further, finding the perfect hyper-parameters (learn-
ing rate and number of iterations) is really difficult. To recover latent vectors of real audio, we
limited z∗ to 50000 gradient steps.
minz∗ =
1
n
∑
||S(W(z)) − S(W(z∗))||1 (3.1)
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Hybrid
The hybrid method combines gradient descent optimization with deep neural network predic-
tions. One problem with gradient descent is that the initial latent vector is very important in
obtaining good results. Hybrid methods first use a pre-trained deep network to predict an initial
latent vector. Next, they further improve it via gradient descent. This not only solves the initial
point problem but also decreases the number of required iterations. In the second chapter of
this thesis, the ResNet18 inverse mapping model for face images was further improved through
a few steps of gradient descent. The improvement was demonstrated both quantitatively and
qualitatively. In the vision domain, there was a direct relationship between the number of op-
timization iterations and the quality of the reconstructed face. In other words, as the number
of iteration increased, more precise latent vectors were recovered. We investigate the hybrid
method in the audio domain with a various number of iterations and learning rates. Neverthe-
less, it seems that the hybrid method is not as helpful in the audio domain.
Table 3.2: Real Audio Reconstructions
Inception Score
(mean ± std)
FID
MSE
(raw audio)
SSIM
(spectrogram) Accuracy
Real 9.20 ± 0.019 - - - 95.41%
Gradient-based 2.20 ± 0.063 1.0566 0.00959 0.953 17.17%
Encoder-based (ours) 7.93 ± 0.077 0.4514 0.01176 0.946 71.06%
Hybrid (ours) 3.89 ± 0.027 0.8976 0.00887 0.954 36.93%
3.3.4 Experiment 3: Real Audio Reconstruction
Very little was found in the literature on how to reconstruct real audio using GAN inversion
techniques. A major problem with mapping real audio is that there are no ground truth latent
vectors that accurately generate them. This means that we cannot compute the z-loss for them.
Another issue is the limitation of the audio GANs themselves, they are not capable of gener-
ating high-quality naturalist audio that sound identical to the real recordings, such as spoken
digit audio recorded by humans. Nevertheless, our proposed approach is universal and can
later be applied to invert more advanced GANs. The results of comparing our inverse mapping
model with the alternatives on projecting real audio to latent representations are summarized
in Table 3.2. The accuracy column represents the accuracy of the reconstructed audio in the
digit classification task. If a digit is classified correctly, it means the reconstruction is semanti-
cally correct. What stands out in the table is that while gradient-based methods reconstruct the
waveform and spectrograms with good quality, in terms of classification accuracy, our inverse
mapping model is significantly better and is closest to the real audio accuracy. Together these
results provide important insights into the latent vector recovery in the audio domain. The
comparison between different inverse mapping methods on real audio is presented in Figure
3.6. Three example digits of zero, one and two have been selected.
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Figure 3.6: Comparing the Performance of Deep Network Inverse Mapping Model with Gra-
dient Descent Approach in Latent Vector Recovery of Real Audio.
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3.4 Conclusion
This chapter aimed to examine different approaches of inverse mapping audio GANs. We
proposed a deep residual neural network based approach to project both synthesized and real
audio into latent space. We trained a ResNet-18 architecture based on a combination of z-loss
and perceptual loss. This study has identified that deep network solutions are not only faster
than optimization-based alternatives, but also more accurate in terms of both auditory quality
of the reconstructed sounds and digit classification accuracy.
Taken together, these findings suggest a role for deep neural networks in promoting the
inverse mapping of audio GANs. Being limited to current audio GANs, this study lacks high
quality reconstructed audio for real sounds. However, our method is universal and can later be
applied to more advanced GANs.
Chapter 4
Discussions and Conclusion
4.1 Conclusion
The present thesis aimed to examine the possibility of training a fast inverse mapping from
a human face or voice into a GAN’s latent space. This research was undertaken to design a
latent vector recovery model for both images and audio. Using the recovered latent vectors,
we aim to reconstruct the target input. We call this an inverse mapping problem because the
original pipeline of GANs receives a random latent vector input and generates an image/audio.
In this research, we plan to go backwards, by receiving an image/audio we want to predict a
corresponding latent vector that reconstructs the input as identical as possible. The second aim
of this study was to investigate the possibility of mapping a natural face image or real human
voice into latent space. We have found that our method can find matching latent vectors that
include most of the important details of the target.
There are three major approaches to the inverse mapping of GANs. The most commonly
used method is optimization via gradient descent algorithm. By starting from a random latent
vector, the loss between the image/audio generated by this initial vector and the target is fed
backwards to update the latent vector. This process is continued for many iterations until the
latent vector is good enough or in other terms, the loss is below a threshold. Choosing a
good set of hyper-parameters as well as a good starting point is crucial to obtain good results.
Moreover, this method is incredibly slow. That’s why encoder-based solutions were proposed.
These methods train an encoder to learn the mapping between generated examples and latent
space. Even though this method adds some parameters to the training and has the risk of
over-fitting, it has the big advantage of performing real-time mapping. The previous encoder-
based studies did not show promising results in particular when compared to gradient-based
alternatives. There is a third category of hybrid methods that first predict a latent vector using
an encoder, later they optimize it using a few iterations of gradient descent.
We proposed a deep residual neural network (ResNet18) for this inverse mapping problem.
The network is trained on a data set of synthesized samples and their ground truth latent vectors
(z-loss). Moreover, the perceptual loss between reconstructed and target examples helped the
model include texture details of the target in the reconstructed peer. We proposed two different
frameworks for fake and natural human faces because we cannot compute the z-loss on real
faces. We also proposed a novel perceptual loss in the audio domain based on a pre-trained
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digit classifier.
We evaluated the recovery performance based on quantitative measures such as SSIM,
PSNR, Inception Score, FID score, face recognition and digit classification accuracy. The
results of our experiments indicate that the hybrid method for images seems to be the best
performing approach. However, the hybrid method made no significant difference to sole
ResNet18 for audio. On top of that, we compared our method with alternatives qualitatively by
comparing target and reconstructed images/spectrograms. Additionally, we compared differ-
ent approaches based on computational time. Our real-time deep neural network approach is
three orders of magnitude faster than optimization based alternatives. This study has found that
generally inverse mapping of real image or audio is much more challenging than synthesized
samples.
These findings suggest that in general, our method is better than the state of the art espe-
cially in terms of computation time. In addition, our method is universal and can be applied
to more advanced GANs to get higher quality results at the cost of more training time. The
findings of this research provide insights for many classification and retrieval tasks that rely on
finding a fast accurate mapping between generated samples by GANs and their matching latent
vectors.
4.2 Discussion
This study contributes to the understanding of GAN latent vectors. Even though the problem
of latent vector recovery for given images can have multiple solutions, we have shown that our
method is capable of finding one of them. The solution is not unique and might vary if we
run the test on the same image multiple times, however, the reconstructed result looks similar
to the target every time, in particular for synthesized faces. This task is slightly different for
audio GANs, there are examples that reconstructed audio clips do not resemble the target. The
evidence from this study suggests that this is not a limitation of our inverse mapping model,
this is in fact a limitation of the currently available audio GANs. The performance of current
audio GANs is inferior compared to image GANs. Not every random latent vector leads to
a good quality audio. Therefore, some reconstructions do not sound as expected. We believe
that this problem will be solved when more advanced audio GANs are introduced in the future.
The findings of this study suggest that mapping natural images and audio to latent space with
high speed is possible however the quality is not as good as synthesized samples. There is still
room for improving the mapping between natural human faces to latent representations.
In this thesis, a comprehensive review of inverse mapping techniques, state-of-the-art im-
age/audio GANs, their capabilities, design details and also limitations have been presented.
Throughout this research, an extensive experimentation on hyper-parameters (optimizer, learn-
ing rate, number of epochs, etc.) and network architectures (various ResNet architectures) has
been performed to develop the best performing inverse mapping model. Alternative techniques
(gradient-based and hybrid methods) have been implemented to demonstrate the superiority
of the proposed methods. The proposed methods were compared with competing methods on
various qualitative and quantitative visual/auditory metrics.
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4.2.1 Limitations
The major limitations of this study are lack of ground truth latent vectors per natural samples
and the limitation of current audio GANs available. The scope of this study was limited in
terms of the category of images and audio used for training and testing the model. For images,
we only tested human faces, however, this is because the human face is the most challenging
image to generate. Within the audio domain, we only considered human spoken digits since
we believe evaluating the integrity and accuracy of the reconstructed audio is easier using this
category.
Lack of ground truth latent vector for natural images and natural audio
A limitation of this study is that we do not have ground truth latent vectors for natural examples.
Natural images or audio were not generated by GANs originally. They might contain details
that GANs have not learned before. This means that we cannot train our model based on z-loss
for natural inputs. Given the fact that z-loss is the main reason ResNet18 learns the accurate
mapping, it becomes much more challenging to recover latent vectors of natural samples. Our
proposed simultaneous training framework solves this issue to a good extend, but there is still
potential for improvement. Using the hybrid method, we further improved the results on faces,
but this method is not real-time anymore.
The limitation of audio GANs themselves
Whilst GANs have achieved remarkable performance in face generation, the audio generators
are not as good. This mainly lies under the time-dependent nature of audio signals. The
amplitude of the audio signal at each time point depends on the previous values, if the order
is not respected, then the synthesized audio would not be natural-sounding and coherent. This
makes generating the whole audio signal in parallel very challenging. Recent audio GANs
such as WaveGAN and GANsynth have shown promising results in the audio synthesis task.
However, there is still a need for improvement to generate naturalistic reliable audio that is
indistinguishable from real audio in particular when generating audio similar to the human
voice. Since the GAN themselves are not perfect and realistic, we cannot expect to recover
latent vectors that generate realistic results. The difference is most significant when mapping
real human voice to latent space. The predicted latent vector, no matter how accurate it is,
will be fed into a generator that is not performing well in generating audio identical to the real
counterpart. Hence, the reconstruction of real audio is not of the same quality as the target.
Nevertheless, the reconstructed spoken digit is mainly the accurate digit.
4.2.2 Applications
Inverse mapping of GANs has many applications in both industry and academic research. One
use case of this technique is to evaluate the performance of GANs. If an image or audio cannot
be fully reconstructed, it can also mean that the GAN has not learned all the details that exists
in the input.
Furthermore, since linear operations in the latent-space results in a semantically meaningful
result in the output of the GAN, inverse mapping models can be used as a means to manipulate
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synthesized images and audio to generate desired outputs. This is also useful in style transfer
where we want to edit an image or for example modify the voice of an audio. This quality of
latent vectors can be very helpful in classification or retrieval tasks.
4.3 Future research
The questions raised by this study are whether it is possible to map synthesized image or audio
to accurate latent vectors in real-time as well as whether natural human face and voices can be
represented by latent vectors that can generate them using GANs. A natural progression of this
work is to analyze whether higher quality samples could be reconstructed if a better GAN was
used to train the ResNet model. More broadly, research is also needed to determine whether
it is possible to build an inverse mapping that is robust against the resolution of images or the
existence of noise in audio recordings.
While currently, it seems that recovery of real samples are more challenging, this finding
can be applied to deep fake detection applications. There are a variety of studies focusing on
deciding whether an image or audio is synthesized or real. If the latent vector recovered by a
synthesized sample is much more accurate than the latent vector predicted by inverse mapping
models, then this difference can be helpful in discriminating fake from real examples.
This research has raised many questions in need of further investigation. Is it possible to
map natural human faces to precisely accurate latent vectors in real time? Would we be able to
exactly project real audio to latent-space if we had an advance audio generator? Can we map
other image or audio categories to latent space with the same accuracy?
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